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MEMORANDUM FOR: Director of Central Intelligence ·-Jnr·:n 
~" ..... .:- v· . ...; 

VIA 

FROM 

SUBJECT 

Deputy Director cif Central Intelligence 

S. D. Breckinridge 
Principal Coordinator, HSCA 
Office of Legi~lative Counsel 

House Select Committee on Assassinations 
Request for Access to the "Hart Report" 

· 1. Action Requested: That you approve the recommendation at · 
paragraph 14 for limited access of selected House Select Committee 
on Assassinations (HSCA) staff members to a classified, sanitized . 
version of ~he Hart Report. 

2 • . Background: As you know, the HSCA Staff Director, Mr. Blakey, 
has requested you in a letter dated 9 May 1978 (Tab A), to provide access 
to a report prepared by John Hart in 1977 on the subject of the Agency's 
handling of the Nosenko case. This request is part of an inquiry into 
hypotheses arising from Epstein's book Legend, in which the view is 
presented that Nosenko was a dispatched agent with the mission of 
concealing KGB ties with Lee Harvey Oswald. Central to HSCA interest 
is ~he question of_ Nosenko' s bona fides. Additional to that issue, interest 
has deyeloped in the manner in which Nosenko was treated du~ing the period 
that his bona fides were suspect. These two issues are treated separately , r . 
below-. . . . .i ·· . 

I 

3 ;· The Hart report is directed at the handling of the Nosenko case, 
addressing the actions and conduct of various officers in the Agency. These 
matters cannot be treated without also considering the question of Nosenko's 
bona fides, so there also is considerable review of the methodology employed 
and the analyses of those handling the matter. l'llr. Blakey states in his 
letter that he has been informed that the report contains no information on 
the issues of bona fides. being concerned instead only with personnel and 
internal procedures. This understanding on his part is incorrect, and 
his letter suggests that he himself has reservations about it. 

~CJ.S'-'~3 

h~·~~ 
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4. The Agency has made available to the HSCA two studies conducted 
in 1967 and 1963 by SE Division, both of which questioned Nosenko's 
bona fides. A subsequent study by the Office of Security in 19 68 has also 
been made available; it reached a conclusion contrary to the preceding 
studies and supports Nosenko's bona fides. Other Soviet defectors have been 
interviewed by the HSCA staff. as well as knowledgeable CIA officers and 
retirees. As a result, much of the information on the case has' been 
~revealed to the Committee. 

5. The two SE Division studies, concluding that Nosenko was a KGB 
agent, were superceded by the Office of Security study .. which prevailed. 
The HSCA investigators reportedly hav.e problems with how the earlier two 
studies could be rejected so shortly af~er their completion. As a result, 
the HSCA seems focused on the issues as viewed at that time. The Hart 
report has the advantage of having been prepared after a ten year period, 
during which experience with the validity of Nosenko's information provides 
the basis for an objective re-examination. It is relevant to HSCA interests 
that the Hart Report constitutes a convincing statement of the bona fides 
of Nosenko. Access to this portion of tne Hart Report would help broaden 
and complete the understanding_ of the HSCA of the matter. · 

6. Bec-ause of the above .. the Agency has everything to gain and nothing 
to lose in providing the Hart Report for its review of the issue of Nosenko' s 
bona fides.· 

II 

7. In addition to the central issue qf Nosenko' s bona fides, Chairman 
Stokes has expressed interest in the treatment accorded Nosenko during the 
period that his bona fides were in. question. Nosenko reportedly has provided 
the HSCA with some detail on this. We have made the point that how 
Nosenko was treated was a result of the issue, not a part of it. \Vhen we 
questioned the relevance of this line of inquiry to the HSCA charter, 
HSCA staff representatives assert that their charter extends to the conduct 
of the intelligence agencies in the Warren Commission inquiry whi<(h 
includes thi$. The rationale appears a bit contrived and stretched in terms 
of the real tissues. How.Nosenko was treated may indicate how concerned 
CIA was with trre man's bona fides, but so far as relating further to the 
inquiry concerning President Kennedy's assassination, it seems marginal at 
best. The rationale is so far-fetched that we have been led to consider that its 
dramatic qualities are attractive for the projected TV spectacular this 
coming September. It also doubtless provides an opportunity for public 
criticism for those staff members who have been acknowledged by l\tlr. 
Blakey as host~le to the Agency. 

2 

(';nor--, --: . l. I 
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8. If the rationale of the HSCA for pursuing the question of 
Nosenko's treatment is contrived, and largely peripheral to the real 
purpose of the Committee, as we believe it to be, it should be faced 
in those terms. No one would disagree with there being relevant . 
inquiries, but it is hardly proper to take an internal critique and turn 
it against the Agency on a point irrelevant to the central purpose of the 
inquiry. The HSCA staff position is tendentious. and reflects on its 
face a hostile attitude that the Committee may not otherwise want to be 
so obvious. The Committee .has the right to determine what is relevant 
to its charter. but the Agency should also ~ssert a similar right to defend 
itself from truly peripheral and hostile fishing expeditions~ 

9. Therefore, while we believe that the Hart Report should be made 
available to the HSCA staff. we do not believe that such action should be 
taken prior to attempting to lirplt the use made of information contained 
in the Report not related to th~ issue of ~osenko's bona fides. 

III 

10. There are aspects of the Hart Report that contain information on 
foreign liaison services that should not be exposed to the HSCA. There is, 
therefore. a question of some sanitization to be conducted prior to the 
Report's being made available. 

11. A version of the Report has been prepared for the FBI in which the · 
names of employees below the DCI have been removed, as well as certain 
modifications in more dramatic rhetorical phrases. That version is in 
other respects faithful to the original Report. It provides a·working basis 
for further sanitization. Sanitization prior to revl,ew is not foreign to the 
HSCA. as the Directorate of Operations has had a continuing policy of 
selected sanitization. Extending this practice to the Hart Report would 
be consistent with the extant working relationship with HSCA. The Report 
will remain classified. 

12. If the paper is made available, classified and sanitized, it should be 
on a highly:restricted basis; the HSCA wants six named persons td have 
access to it, which is a·i least three times the number needed for bona fide 
research purpo~es. 

13. Staff Position: This paper favors making a sanitized version of the 
paper. in .classified form, available to a limited number of the HSCA staff 
representatives at the CIA Headquarters Building at Langley. Any such 
release should be preceded by appropriate discussions limiting use of the 
ma t2rial by the Co;nmi ttee. The General Counsel is of the opinion (Tab B) 
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)r i1at if the p a per i s withheld. and a cour-t test r e sults. the Agency 
,;lust expect to fail in withholding the paper. The Office of the General 
,~ounsel. the Office of Security. SE Di vi sian and CI Staff favor making the 
s:aper available under the conditions set forth above. 

14. Recommendation: That you approve granting access to a limited 
,1umber of staff members of the HSCA to a classified. sanitized version of 
tl1e Hart Report. Such access shall be conditioned on agreem~nt to limit 
.. se of materials contained i~ the Report to those matters relating to the 
.,uestion of Nosenko' s bona fides. 

S. D. Breckinridge 

j\ttachments 

· ~ONCURRENCE: 

S!GNEIJ 

General Counsel 

Chief. SE Division 

Chief. CI Staff 

D1rector of sgcurlfy 

. ... : 
._, 

w~-~~ r . ~~~1~~~' 

1 
J .FK A c t 6 (1) (A) 
J FK A c t 6 (1) (B) 

... .. . . . . . ~ .. -; .,..... . :! '"' ~ 1. 

;\ P P R 0 V 11. ~: -=-=----~-=---::---::---;:--:-~-:-----
/\·. :· 1, Director of Central Intelligence 

/ 

r .C S .:\ P PRO VAL: --=------.-;::~-,--.~--:--::-::-:---
Director of Central Intelligence 
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.SUBJECT: House Select Co~~ittee on Assassinatic=s 
Request for Access to the "Hart Repc:rth 

Distribution: 
Orig -

1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
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OLC/SDE/ksn 

Adse 
DDCI 
ER 
OGC 
C/SE Div 
C/CI Staff 
SA/D0/0 
D/OS 
OLC/Subj 
OLC/Chrono 

(30 May 78) 
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NOTE FOR: 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: 

11 March 1993 

irector for Operations 

eter Earnest 
Chief, Media Relations 

WASHINGTON POST Request to Talk to an Agency 
Specialist on the Kennedy Assassination 

fll-0 / ___ , 

// 
-- Afia-~ 
~~<. . 

. 4 

d?AC~;-

The ~ASHINGTON POST is ~reparing- a -series of articles on/_ / 
the occas1on of the 30th ann1versary of the Kennedy · ~ 
assassination. 

With the help of ere, we recently arranged for Geo~ge ;· 
Lardner and Walter Pincus of the WASHINGTON POST to interview. . ~ 
former KGB officer Yuri Nosenko about his knowledge of Lee V 
Harvey Oswald during the time Oswald lived in the Soviet 
Union. To ensure that' Nosenko's resettlement identity and 
location would remain protected, I made the arrangements for 
Nosenko to come to Washington for the interview. 

The POST reimbursed Nosenko for expenses and paid him a 
$250 consulting fee. The inte~iew was done on Wednesday, 
3 March, at the POST offices downtown. I did not remain for 
it. Lardner and Pincus also hosted a lunch for Nosenko which 
was attended by Ben Bradlee. Lardner and Pincus were very 
pleased with their session with Nosenko and appreciative of 
our making it possible. I also spoke afterwards with Nosenko 
who said he was satisfied with how the interview was 
conducted and _with the financial arrangements. 

ShQrtly after the interview, Lardner faxed me a list\ of 
the questiOH.S that he and Pincus had prepared for themseJ.ves 
to use in checking out Nosenko's information. They asked if 
there was anyone at the Agency they could talk to about the 
{ndividuals named. I told them that developing information 
in response to:. their questions would probably take a good 
deal of research arid that I doubted the Agency would be able 
to take on such a task at this time for the POST ~ However, I 
said I would take it up with the appropriate offices. 

Although I told the POST that I do not believe anyone 
would be willing to undertake research on their questions, 
I'm wonderi'ng if there is anyone around who might be 
knowledgeable of Nosenko's information who would be willing 
to talk with Lardner and Pincus on background based on 1 

his/her existing knowledge. I think Lardner and Pincus would 
be grateful for making such a person available even if 
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SUBJECT: WASHINGTON POST Request 

all their questions aren't answered. Considering that they 
are trying to do serious research on the Kennedy 
assassination, I think any effort on our part to help them 
would be seen as a gesture of good will. 

Attachment: 
As stated 

....JFK Ac t 6 (1) (A) 
JFK A c t 6 ( 1 ) ( B ) 

______ .Agree to having a specialist talk to them on background 
about the Nosenko information if an appropriate person is 
available. 

______ No, do not want anyone from the DO talking about the 
Nosenko information. 
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SUBJECT: WASHINGTON .POST Request to Talk to an Agency 
specialist in the Kennedy Assassination 

DCI/PAI/Earnest:ncbx37758 (11 March 1993) 

Distribution: 

Original 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

-1 

Addressee 
ADDO 
SA/DOO 
DO Registry 
D/PAI 
D/DO/CIC 
C/DO/NROC 
C/DO/CE 
C/CSI 
C/History Staff 

: . . 
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Namet ofRunian• we should try to track down about Lee Harvey Oawald. Yuri Nosenko and the 
JFK UtUifnation: . , 

1. ~pY'Jl Olg M. Gn"banar, head of the Second Chief Directorate of the KGB in the early 19601 
where NOJento uya he waded. primarily against American toumts, aa deputy chief of the Seventh 
Department. ~otenko de.cribed him!lelf as sort of favored by Gribanov and he nid GribanoT Jn
atructed him, aft:ec the 1FK uausination. to retrieve the Oawald fil• frotn the Minak KGB right 
~- . 

2. Ana~ KoraJenko, d~ty chief of the Second Chief Directorate or one of ita departments. at 
time of auaaalnation. Na~enko said when the file arrived from M"wski, he and Koralenko were 
going over the all-important tint volume-and find~ KGB had nothing to do with Oswald-when a 
KGB afficer from tJ!!..fjat Department came in and picked it up on G~an9V'a orden, to reYiew it 
and write •IUJ1UIW7 of ft. 

3. Tha officer who picked it up was ..CoL MAtveeL deputy chief{l think) of Firat( or Ametiwl) De-
Partment. SeeoDd Chief Directorate. Unhave first name. -
~.Chief of UU. F&r&t Department was Col. Sergei M. Fedoseyev_or Fedoseev and pruuma.bly he 

would han had a hand in or aupermed preparation of the •apravka" or summary. , _ 
5. Gn"banm and more than 40 other KGB officers were kicked out because ofNose.nko'a defection. 
~to Nosenko. That rightJ W~ ~te~ ·~ . 

6.1-hJ. Geogd Rutruain. Wu in 1959 a eenior c:a~ officer in KGB responsible fOr Intourist mat· 
ten. Nosenio UJ1 tbat if1iu Rastrusi.n who told him about Oawald and hO'lf he wanted to etay in 
Soviet Ualon. Nosenko said Rntrusin said Oswald •doesn't present inte~t" to KGB and Noecenko 
checked out with his auperion. Word came back not to bother with Oswald. NoHllko was told to tell 
Rastruain to ten Intouriat to deal with him. 

1. Rastrusin returned Bat day and aaid we got a problem. O'wald tried to killaelf. etc. KGB 
washed banda of him, decided to let IntoUrist deal with him. Intourist then part of Miniatry of For· 
ejgn Tade. Nounko Aid he believes queation of what to do with Oswald wu run to top of that min· 
istry and beyond_ to Khruachev or one of hia deputies. In any ~se, decision w~s made to let Oswald 
•bf In Minlt. But DOt. Noeenko ~ by KGB. . 

8. In the f.all0fl963. a KGB co gue;M. L Turalin, Service No. 2(counterintenlience In foreign 
countries), First Chief Directorate, told Nosenko orally that Mexico City 1tation had jtat sent a cable 
about a request by Oswald for a visa to·re-enter Soviet Union. What should be donel . 

Noaenko aa.id be aaid, 'wait a second. How come he' a back in America?' At that poin~ Nosento said 
he hadn't~ OlwaJd had go~_ back. • . · _ · , 

' 9. Nosenko ~ he_.sald le(a go to chief of department who he 1de11tified aa " ·CoL Chelnetov or 
.Chetnenko(bat later'ieemed to aar his timing might be off and somebody else moy have &ieB clllef of 
Nocenko'a department at tbe time). In any ca8e, N01enko quoted chief as sayiD8, in effect. 'I remem· 
ber this c:ruy nut. No. No. No. Tell them we don't have any interest.' 

Cable back to Muico City adming KGB there get rid of Oswald by tet.t.ina him to go back to his 
owu country and apply for a :'riA ~t Soviet Embassy in Washington, etc., etc. 
~CoL~ wu chief of the KGB department in Minsk that waa responsible for foreignen 

11. Oleg Nrrhi~ one of three KGB officers sbtioned in Mexico City who reyortedly intet· 
~tM or dealt wi d on his visit to Embcmsy there. Now living in Moscow area. 

Other two Mexico City officen, both still alive in Russia: Valeriy Kottikov and Pavel Yatttov. 
/ -~ . . . 

. . . . {_ 
. ~ 
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.. 

3 March 1994 

Memo to: C/HRG 

Subject: Mangold Litigation 

Today I alerted OGC that 
the JFK collections contains a significant number of 
documents on Nosenko (5-6000 pages) which may impact on the·
Mangold litigation. As I understand it, the Mangold 
Litigation is over the Angelton files and is several year,.s 
old. According to JFK reviewers at'the FBI, documents on 
Nosei:lko's defection and treatment are part of case. I 
talked withl lwho is the para-legal hanQ..tip.g 
the litigation, however, she .was not familiar with tn~ ,,. _ . 
documentfl involved. She will consult withl lthe la~er 
on the case, and get back to me. 

I consider the ball in OGC's court. I propose that we 
continue to review the Nosenko files. If there are Mangold 
or other consideration to address, we can do so after•the 
HRG review is complete. 

Barry 

JFK Act 6 I 1 I (A) 
JFK Act 6 (1) (B) 

----- . 
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. .• ;:>"' 
INTERNAL USE ONLY 

23 March 1994 

Memorandum For: C/HRG 
_,,--'' 

Subject: Nosenko and the Mangold Litigation 

_._.-/JFK Act 6 (1) (A) 
JF.K Act 6 (1) (B) 

I received a call from I / / loGe, this . morning 
concerning the Nosenko files in the JFK files. I described 
the files again (about 4000+ pag~~ that include transcripts 
of all his interrogations and numerous studies on his bona 
fides and treatment by the Agency including the Solie and 
Hart reports and an 835 page comprehensive study) . Since 
Nosenko is an important figure in the JFK assassination 
story and the files are/ part of the sequestered collection, 
HRG is reviewing the / files under the JFK Assassination 
Records Collection$/ Act. However, . we were aware that some 
of the documents _.were part of the Mangold litigation and 
wanted to make sure that they were properly coordinated. 

~-~-.,......---=-=='~aid that the Mangold litigation should not be a 
factor in HRG's review. If the files were subject to the 
JFK Records Act, they $houlc:l :be processed under that Act. 
When the review ' is complete, a list of the documents 
released should }:)e provide .so that OGC can treat them the 
same in the Mangold Qase. 

I also talkec;i w:itl). .Kat~y Stricker (yesterday) to get some 
background on the 'hanc:l:Ling 'Of Nosenko files and 1what were 
the "secrets" given what .we know is publicly available. She 
said for years the agency •iglomared" Nosenko except for the 
Oswald information: however, once Golitsyn became public 
that ended. Toda,y, the battle over his bona fides and how 
he was ·· treated are public:;= knowledge. The Agency up until a 
couple years ago had not released some of the studies (she 
mention Solie) . but she was not sure that this was still the 
case or .if it w~~ possible to continue to deny them; DO has 
protect~9. the information provided by Nosenko on other 
Soviet sources and leads for possible recruitment. This 
type of information should continue to be protected. 

Kathy Stricker's comments are consistent with HRG's handling 
of the Nosenko . files. We are considering all , of the files 
as related; his bona fides is a key element of the story and 
there wasa large amount of information including parts of 
the -studies on him in both the Oswald 201 and the JFK hard 
copy collection. We have deleted information provided on 
other sources and operations not related to the JFK story. 
We are also recommending release of the rest of the studies. 
Although they contain potentially embarrassing information 
for the Agency (as did the IG report on the Castro plots), 
there doesn't appear to be grounds for denying under the JFK 
Act. 
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Restrictions on Declassifying Material on Yuriy Ivanovich 
NOSENKO 

The following should be used as guidelines in 
declassifying material files pertaining to the career and 
"bona fides" of Yuriy Ivanovich NOSENKO ,· 

1. CIA Knowledge of Russian intelligence tradecraft. 
Specific information in the files about KGB targetting o~ 
American citizens could reveal to the Russian Intelligence_ 
service our knowledge of their tradecraft. Since the 
Russian services continue to target Americans, this 
information should continue to be protected. 

2. To protect a CIA asset. Yuriy Ivanovich NOSENKO 
remains an asset of this agency, and is under contract,. 
Moreover, the Russian Foreign Intelligence Service '<s~) 
remains ~nterested in NOSENKO's whereabouts ind activitie~. 
Russian 'intelligence services since the Second World War 
have tried to track their defectors. There are indications 
that the Russian services remain interested in the NOSENKO 
case. 

0 I At th~.J~Jrne :~ hi::·.:~:~§,t[~~:-l-n~h~i-s_p_o_s_s_e_s_s-:-i-o-n-.--T~Je US 

counterintell1gence '·'cdinrnunity is unsure if this 

material was passed1 L -----~----------~' 
--Following NOSENKO' s brother and mother's vis.i..t to the 

United States, both were questionned by the Russian 
service about NOSENKO's activity andplace and 
residence. 

SE€RE'i' 
OIA IH'fBR!lAfi 988 BUllY 
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,: 
SEP 16 '94 09:50AM L . 

Dear Bob, 

\ ··· JCK Ad C 

122071 / / /// JCK Ad C 

11 I IA I 
I 1 I (B) 

P.3/4 

It was ve"!:Y good to meet with you. again in Washington on June 12. 
I am w:rit:tng to confim our recent conve·reation about the CIA.1s ' release 
of· docuruents about l!le to the Nati.ona.l Archives •. As I ex_p1ained to you at 
our meetina, I ~ very displeased that this was done witho~t my knowled
ge a:nd especially since my photograph was officially releaeed·by _~he 

Agency fer the first time in thirty years. 

As you know, it has oome to my attention that the CIA released these 
many hundreds o~ pages to the public without consulting me::...ortelling 
me that this Wf1-S going to be done. I have aiready ··s.een co;iee __ ot :.: two ot 
these-reports totalling more than 700 pages. One is the October 1968 
·report eu.r>porting me by Bruce Solie; the other was a February- 1968 re
port by the CI Staf! which attacked my credibility. (This latter report 
contains a co~y of my. photo from the late 1960s. I consider this a breach 

of my personal security.) 
I also consider many of the details in both of these reports to be ot a 
very personal. nature. Other pages deal with with some very sensitive 
cases which I ga"7e the Agency about other people. The inf'ormation in 
these reports ¥tas given :freely and accurately by me to the CIA officers 
in the t960s under tame of strict confidentiality. Al:though it is very 

' I . 

difficult for me tc sa1 th1sp I feel that my trust in the Agency has now 

been seriously dscaged. 
This release parti.cul.arly troubles ~e because for the past_ thirty years 
I have remainee very lo7al to the Agency and considerate of i.ts wishes. 
FGr instance, despite many' request~, I have onl~...,apoken tq. ·a few jour~ 
nalistst and only when the Agency advised me t~o. I have never sought 
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• . . · 

en m~ own to pub~ish my· story ~- ~~ article 1:: k 
_ ~ ~4 or oo • But now, the ,CIA . 

has not returned thie courtesy. Instead, it has released sensitive 
information to the public without speaking to ce first. ./ 

Under the circumstances, I l'TOu1d ~ike to respectfully request the 
:follcl~~: 

1 • That ·you show t!..."'s lett t noo· T d ~ ~ er o · e Price, Director James Wcaleev 
. . ~, 

and the current · heads of the .CIA 'a Freedom of Info!"ll".ation O.fti·ce and 

Historice.l Review staff .-- ~o that they are e.ware c'f li'hat has happened • 
.r::-

2.. r · would li~e to receive, in wri til!.g, an explanation fr(l~ t-~es e· ree

ponsible.of wh~ this release was done. 

)-. I weu1d l.ike t~ receive a list u-:f the ~aj~Dr repGrta abcut me which 
have already been released. Aside fr&m the tw~ re~crte that I alr~a.dy 

have seen, I w~uld like to receive copies ct ~v •ther maj~r studiea 
that have been released. (Fctr instance,. if th.:!re are reports released 
by Peter Bagley, Newt~n !-11l.er~ James Angleton, the CI Staff end John 

Hart, then I wauld like ta see them as well.) 

4. I would like t~ be given the Agenc1'a written assurance that further 
rel.eases will not ocour withgut c~nsulting me first. 

E~b, yeu sb~u1d knaw that be~ore I wrGte this letter I have spoken 
abeut this matter with ~Y g&Qd friend Geerse Xal.aris. He tQO was traub
~ed by what I told him, and he advised me that I should ask the Agency 
for an explanatiGn. 
B•b, I apol~gize fer troubling y~u with this matter; but I have n~ one 
else to turn to fer assistance. 
Please l.et me kncr.w if there ie a:ny respense as se~n as possible. 

Re~~ectfully y~urs 1 

.. .. ·· ... .. ·.· .. 

· :.···· : .· .. . 

... . .. 
. :. :.·.( 

. . · . 

. ,., 

·:·.·-. 

. : .... · 

. . . ··". 
.. . . . ·: .. ·· ·. 

·~: -~ 1i5.7 · · · ;~~~n:~· = :1'~4:()4.:~~·,~·>·; ~L-~~ ·· i·~ . -: ' · ':: ,. · .. : ·:_; .. /~/~~({;_·:: ... 



SEP 16 '94 09:50AM 

Draft letter to Nosenko from 'tt-h~ ,~QO; ., . . . . 
•.,. ~ - .... .. '·-•_:. <\ -~ .. J ' f. ·. { .·· :~ /-\ 1' ~ 

~- ·.· 
... · ... 

Dear , 

The Director has asked me to respond to your letter 
expressinq concern that US Government declassification of 
material could compromise your privacy and security . . 

._- .. ·: .. :: .... 

In regard to your question about the documents that have 
already been released, rest assured that I have directed 

.officers responsible for FOIA requests to take special car« 
in reviewing information concerning you in light of your 

· . . .· special circumstances. We will make full use of all . 
evr/"/-·' ". possifil:Vekc~ons' to FOIA-mandated declassifJcation >J:.n , .. 

. order ~o prptect your privacy. ., __ " . . 
~ ' . . - .. . 

As you know, in . . 1992 congr7ss .passed the JFK Assassinatio~~CeJ-hj?¢-:~~ · 
Records Collect~on Act, wh~ch required all us Government · o..f:- -r£, ~-
agencies to release any records related to the~assassinatio. ·. · 
of President Kennedy. As Deputy Director . !or operations, I 
am of course committed to fully supporting the ocr in 
meeting this requirement, but I also appreciate your concern 
about the files on you that are related to the 
assassination. I have therefore directed a senior officer 

. ~-,.(; ,,. , n the DO to m~t with the officials in the Agen7y~ s · , 
H- 1 ~ "'· 1-s-t-a-H who are involved in the declass~f~catl.on 
Rcvicv program. T~~~ officer has had extensive discussions with 
C 1 ::. c-~ · t nt9berlf0f th~~ . and has worked closely with them to 

. · ~entify those portions of the files that include personal 
( ~~.i' . . i and Operational information. , 'I c/ I .../ .• a /'' 
1:: ' ""tt/•l r" .q 5p:z-(" t ~ .· .. <~V~,.. · -f·t:-.. j>t•Xrv ~ _.,.: 

. As a result of this effort, we have [post-poned~r-e'lea-se--of ---a-n'Y] 
.,..,. 11 i ,.J • .;r information touching on your private life or on operational 
~ · information ~ertaining to your debriefings. Under the JFK . 

law, a Presidential Review Board will make the ' final 
decision on the disposition of the material. This Agency 
values the sacrifices you have mad~ for our country, and we 
will present the Board with the strongest possible case for 
protecting information that could affect your privacy and 
security. 

Best wishes, 
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UNCLASSIFIED 

_.--

17 April 1997 

..... ----··········· 

,. ·. 

-::=/--JFK Act 6 ( 1 ) (A) 
JFK Act 6 ( 1 ) (B) 

I I SA/CIC, gave to Gary Brepn:eman to _give to Bar_:vy 
Harrelson, Historical Review Group" 'X31825, ?-- so ft files 
entitled: 

1. "WARREN COMMISSION/OSWALD;i 
.. ······' _:': 

2. "DOCUMENTS YURI Ivan6vich NOSENKO/QSWALD" 

found byL.I _____ _.Iiri/ the vault. 

UNCLASSIFIED 
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l ---:-:· "t" '(." - ~ 

_t-• ;v LL, 30 April 1997 

Note To: ARRB Staff 
__ ,. 

Subject: CIC Soft files: 
1. Warren Commission/Oswald 
2. Documents Yuri Ivanovich NOSENKO/Oswald 

... 
The attached files were located in CIC . They are soft 

(or working) files containing information 011 Nosen~o, Warren 
Commission and Oswald. It is not clear if the files ~ .• date . 
from the Warren Commission period, or were c,reated in__.:·· .-· . 
1975/76 ~latest date of documents) in response . to a requeJst:: 
or invest'igation. 

· Most of the d6cuments are in the sequestered collection 
(OGC folders) . The other documents may be in the Norsenko 
material put aside for discussion with the ARRB or in the 
Microfilm part of the sequestered material (the Microfilm is 
not indexed document by document) 

JFK Act 6 (1) (A) 
JFK Act 6 ( 1) (B) 

Mm-i-n-i&Ha·t~-ve-"·~~~e:=l'ff-eerncrt-~ . 
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IH~G IFJ:teFFJ:al Q"oe OFJ:ly 

30 April 1997 

Note for the Record 

Subject: CIC Oswald/Nosenko related soft files: 

1. Warren Commission/Oswald 
2. Documents Yuri Ivanovich NOSENKO/Oswald 

1. I advised~ lsA/CIC, that most of the 

J FK A ct 6 I 1 I (A ) 
J FK A ct 6 ( 1 ) ( B ) 

documents in the two folders are duplicates of documents~in 
the CIA JFK Collection sequestered by the HSCA. The other 
documents are related to Nosenko, but do not mention Oswald. 
These documents are probably duplicated in the Nosenko 
material set aside for discussion with~the ARRB. I/~ 
recommen~ed that we make the folders availabl'e to the AR:kB 
staff. She concurred. 

2. Documents will be made available to Michelle Combs, 
ARRB staff,· on her next visit. 

~·· 
Barry 

Adnrir±i~t:rati o e IIRG Ir.tt::e:t:Hal Use 0Hl) 
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SECRET 

·~· 

To: 
FROM: 
DATE: 

~~=---'1 d •• d ··· d d. 

o87o1 797 os:54:o3 
SUBJECT: @JRe: The Nosenko Papers 

CL BY:I 
CL REA-~S~O~N-:-:-1-.5~(~c)~ 
DECL ON: X1 · ·· 
DRY FROM: HUM 4-82 . : . 

Eileen: Let me introduce myself. I am CIC/Legal. C/CIC.askedme to touch base with you
concerning any possible ARRB release of privacy information concerning Nosenko. While we are 
aware that such a decision to release is within the Bo.ard's discretion, we do !believe that the 
Agency, when giving this information over to them/ should/ request that the Board~_prq~ect such 
information to the maximum extent possible. If l.tan be .bf help in that regard just

1
1et r\,ejknpw. 

Jim \ · ·· ·' 

NOTE FOR: 
FROM: 
DATE: 
SUBJECT: 

From the Def/ot~ I j 

~~~/ 
07/31/97 10:44:28 
The Nosenko Papers 

... , ... ~_,.,.'t";r;~·"' ·"·".'~;..t . / 

CL BY: : (i):Z.i!!,;~'f!~f!.;~~~ftt .i 
CL REASON: 1.5(c) i i 
DECL ON: X1 i 

DRV FROM: HUM 4-82 

At about 1020 hrs on Tuesday, 3Ti July, I received a cal/.froml bf the Agency's 
External Support Group/Historicai.Collection Staff regarding Michelle Combs's interest in reviewing 
the Nosenko papers for the upcqfning meeting of the Assassination Records Review Board (ARRBJ 
on 5 August. :~·d Combs, an ARRB staffer, is planning on taking 20 pages of the Nosenko 
material with her,. 'w(Jnts to knqw whether we would like copies of the material Combs is 
taking. I said yes. :Said Combs appears understan,ding of our concerns in this case and to 
this end wanted the following questions answered so she could put a human touch on our concerns 
in explaining our position to the ARRB. 

1. Is Nosenko married? (No one in CIC!AG knows.) 

2. What part of the country is he living in? (This is known, but/ can't see why she or the 
ARRB needs to know.) , · 

3. Did the Soviets actually sentence Nosenko to death? Or was this just his claim. (No one 
in CIC/AG know, but it appears reasonable to assume that the Soviets did sentence him to death.) 

4. Nosenko 's current age? (No one in CIC/AG knows off hand. Henry's observation was 
that Combs can find this out from open literature.) 

SECRET 
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"'':?\JFK Act 6 (1) (A). 
JFK Act 6 ( 1) (B) 

·' SECRET 

According.:oJ ' lco~b;;,~o ·:.:,:totaketothe:::B t~oletter~P~;;.,n,:~ ~ the afr~A· 
the letter Nosenko wrote in 1994 objectin§to the release of his materiEJI without his being consulted 
or advised, and the letter Ted Prjce wr~te to him in response assuring him that/everything possible 
would be done to preventfurtli~r release of his papers. I don't se.e any problem with this since th.e 
papers would suppqrt dur position--unless the ARRB starts thinking about re.ieasing the lett~rs also. 

_.-- ,' : ', 

L---~___,~a/d ~~: told Combs CIC would havel !former Chief of A G/FIOB currently 
serving as Officer in Residenc~_at the Un(versity of Kentucky: flown in/ to address the ARRB if this 
appears necessary. Combs will pass th1s on to the ARRB. L ~oted that Combs alluded to 
the possibility that that ARRB might want to talk with Nosenko himself. · 

CC: 

CC: L-~----------''@ DCI),_ _________ ~--....a\ 

SECRET 
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MEMORANDUM 

August 5, 1997 

To: T: Jeremy Gunn 

From: ·Michelle Combs 

Subject: Yuriy Ivanovich Nosenko 

,. 
CIA HAS NO OBJECTiON TO 
OECLASSIRCA TlON ANOIOO 
RE.LEASE Of TH1S DOCUMENT 

I have prepared this memorandum at your request for the upcoming meeting.._wne:t;e the 
Board will be bri~fed on issues related to the Soviet defector, Yuriy ~Nosenko. . _J ·: 

~ . . 

Summary and Recommendation 

The information on Yuriy Ivanovich Nosenko contained in the CIA Sequestered 
Collection microfilm consists of approximately 3500 pages of interviews, transcripts, 
memos, and reports. Of the totaC approximately 1200 have been released to the public 
as open in full or with only minor redactions. Of the 1200 released pages, roughly 800 
contain information directly relevant to Lee Harvey Oswald and the Kennedy 
assassination. 

After my review of the Nosenko records and our discussion of the issues, it is our 
judgment that the remaining 2300 pages are unrelated to the assassination of President 
Kennedy and we recommend that they be processed as "NBR." These NBR records 
consist of such items as general family and professional contact information, Soviet 

. intelligence methodology and operations, and Soviet navy information dating to 
Nosenko's early career in Soviet Naval Intelligence. I suggest that we review carefully 
these 2300 records to ensure that there is no assassination-related materiat and, to the 
extent this is correct, we should process them as "NBRs." 

Background on Nosenko 

KGB Lieutenant Colonel Yuriy Ivanovich Nosenko first secretly contacted the CIA in 
Geneva in June 1962. One and a half years later on February 4, 1964, he defected to the 
United States for what he said were ideological reasons. His ~ase became the single 
most difficult counterintelligence case in the Agency's history to date. Nosenko's 
information on the assassination of President Kennedy made his bona fides of more 
importance than simply a means to determine his true identity or whether he was the 
prototype of a KGB disinformation plot against Western intelligence agenCies. 

The conflict over Nosenko began two and a half years prior to his actual defection, in 
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December 1961, when Anatoliy Golitsyn, a KGB defector, predicted that the KGB would 
dispatch false defectors after him to discredit him and confuse Western intelligel)ce 
agencies as part of a massive disinformation campaign. Golitsyn, who had described a 
darkly intentioned monolithic Russian master deception plan and Soviet intelligence 
agencies of brutal efficiency, claimed that Nosenko was the most important of these 
fake defectors and that any Soviet sources who came later and supported Nosenko's 
bona fides would also be false. Golitsyn was wholly believed by Counterintelligence
Chief James Angleton, who shared Golitsyn's world view. Golitsyn argued that any 
CIA officers who believed Nosenko should be considered as moles themselves. c 

) 

Nosenko's first four meetings with the CIA in Geneva in June 1962 p~oduc~g a:n 
intelligence bonanza and the two CIA officers (George Kisevalter_ and Peter Bagl~y). 
who met with 1\.im believed he had conclusively proved his bona fides. During his 
debriefings in 1964, Nosenko provided detailed information about Lee Harvey 
Oswald's stay in the USSR which, he said, had come across his desk routinely as the 
deputy chief of the Second Chief Directorate (SCD) department responsible for 
watching American visitors in the USSR. 

With Golitsyn arguing against Nosenko's borta fides, plans were made in March 1964, 
to ill}. prison Nosenko and begin hostile interrogations to find any shifts in his 
inf<;>rmation. On April 2, Deputy Director for Plans ~chard Helms and Soviet Division 
Chief David Murphy met with the Deputy U;S. AttOrney General and obtaineci legal 
approval from the Justice Department to imprison Nosenko so that he could not 
communicate withhis supposed KGB controllers. On April 4, he was imprisoned in an 
attic room in a CIA safe house near Washington. Nosenko was kept in solitary 
confinement, subjected to physical and mental torture, and submitted to hostile 
interrogations from April4, 1964 to October 27, 1967 first at the safe house and then in a 
specially built cement house in Virginia. Despite qver three years of severe treatment, 
Nosenko's original story remained unchanged, no "confession" was forthcoming, and 
no evidence was produced indicating he was, as Golitsyn still claimed, a fake defector. 

On August 8, 1968, Nosenko was polygraphed for the third time by an Office of 
Security specialist. During the examination, Nosenko was asked whether he had told 
the truth about Oswald and the Kennedy assassination; the polygraph operator found 
only positive responses to the questions. Security Officer Bruce Solie submitted a 
comprehensive report in October 1968 which evaluated all of Nosenko's information, to 
date, and concluded that he was what and who he had claimed to be all along. After a 
review of his case by the Soviet Division, Nosenko was finally released from CIA 
custody on March 1, 1969 and employed as an independent consultant by the CIA. 

File 4.0.2 Nosenko 
Combs e:\nosenko.wpd 
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In the 35 years since Nosenko first approached the CIA in Geneva, no prima faci~ , 

evidence has ever emerged to prove that he was a KGB provocation and subsequent 
defectors have affirmed him as a bona fide defectoL He has identified many hundreds 
of Soviet intelligence officers, provided a considerable quantity of useful informa-tion on 
the organization, doctrine and methods of the KGB, and conducted numerous special 
studies on Soviet subjects. Today, Nosenko is seventy years old, recently retired as a-- 
contractor from the CIA, an American citizen, married, and living quietly in the 
Sunbelt. 

\ 
\ 

I' 

File 4.0.2 Nosenko 
Combs e:\nosenko.wpd 
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Note To: DO 

From: Barry Harrelson 
JFK Project Officer 
Historical Review Group 

6 October 1997 

Subject: Nosenko records in JFK Collection 

The ARRB (JFK Board) staff has agreed to accept CIA's 
designation of 25 folders of the Nosenko material in the JFK 
sequestered collection as "not believed to be relevant" 
(NBR) .. The staff plans to present their proposal to the JFK 
Board at the 14 October meeting. The Board requires a 
description of all NBRs to be made availabl~ to the :;;puJ:jlic. 
Please rf=view the attached draft prepared by·~ARRB staff __ i 
member, Michelle Combs, for classification and public · 
release. The ARRB staff needs a response by COB Thursday if 
possible. HRG/DO JFK reviewers here have no problem with 
the draft and recommend release. If you have any questions, 
call me on 31825. Thanks. 
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~ •• 
Folder Summaries of the Nosenko Material Not Believed to be Relevant to the JFK 
Assassination 

Reel45. Folder 3 
_,,~ 

1 

During July and August 1965, Peter Deryabin, a Soviet defector, conducted a series of 
interrogations of Nosenk:oin conjunction with CIA efforts to establish Nosenk:o's bona 
fides. This folder contains one 66 page verbatim transcript of two interrogation sessions 
which cover Nosenk:o's family, background, early career and Komsomol experiences. _,_. 

Reel 45. Folder 4 

This folder contains a 76 page verbatim transcript of two interrogation sessions by Peter 
Deryabin which cover Nosenko's career, Party membership, Komsomol perso,nalities and 
procedures, rilitary personalities and experiences, and his incarcera.tion by CIA. 

' ' 
Reel45. FolderS 

This folder contains a 59 page verbatim transcript of two interrogation sessions by Peter 
Deryabin which cover Nosenko's military career, KGB buildings, personalities and 
procedures, and other Soviet intelligence people, roles, and titles. 

Reel 45. Folder 6 

All the documents in this folder, but one, have been released to the public. The NBR 
document is a five page February 1964 memo from the Director of the Soviet Division 
(C/SR) David Murphy to the Deputy Director of Plans (DD/P) Richard Helms on plans 
to debriefNosenko based on C/SR's belief that Nosenk:o is a Soviet plant. 

Reel45. Folder 8A and B 

Folder 8A contains the 263 page "Conclusions and Comments in the Case ofYuriy 
IvanovichNosenko" 1 October 1968 report by Bruce Solie, Deputy Chief of the Security 
Research Staff which concludes that Nosenko is a bona fide defector and should be 
believed. A sanitized version of the Solie report has been released to the public. The 
NBR document infolder·8B is a 135 page report on Nosenk:o prepared in April 1969 by 
N. Scott Miler of the Counterintelligence Staff (DC/CIISIG) based on the comments and 
questions of Anatoliy Golitsyn. The report contains Golitsyn's Comments on _. 
inconstancies he believes exist in Nosenko's testimony and his recommendations for 
further questioning. Golitsyn believed Nosenko was a dispatched agent. 
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Reel45. Folder 13 

..... ,,. ;: ' :' y . .. :· : . •,.:~·:'. ··, : .... ,.;:-·: .- · .• ., 

This folder contains one document. The document is a ten page extract from the 835 
page study "The Case of Yuriy Ivanovich Nosenko" by Peter Bagley. It records Peter 
Deryabin'~ conclusions on Nosenko's bona fides. Deryabin does not believe Nosenkb. 

Reel45. Folder 17 

This folder contains an 89 page verbatim transcript of an interrogation session by Peter .·. 
Deryabin which covers Nosenko's career as a KGB officer, his marriage, and KGB 
buildings, personalities, and procedures. A two page key to abbreviations in the 
transcript is also included. 

Reel45. Folder 19 
. j ., 

This folder dontains pages 349'"602, part IV of the 835 page study ;;The Case cifYurly . 
Ivanovich Nosenko" prepared by Peter Bagley of the Soviet Division (DC/SB) in 1967. 
The study ~alyzes Nosenko's biography, case work, andresponsibilities as a Soviet 
intelligence officer. The conclusion of the report is that Nosenko is a dispatched agent 
under the control of the KGB. 

Reel45; Folder 20 

This folder contains an 89 page verbatim transcript of an interrogation session by Peter 
.Qeryabin which covers No~enko's career as a KGB officer, and KGB buildings, 
personalities, and procedm:es. 

Reel45. Folder21 

This folder contains an 85 page verbatim transcript of an interrogation session by Peter 
Deryabin which covers Nosenko's experiences in and knowledge of Komosol and 
Communist Party personalities, buildings, and procedures. 

Reel 45. Folder 24 

This folder contains pages 1-84, parts I, II, III, and IV, of the 835 page study "The Case 
ofYuriy Ivanovich Nosenko" prepared by Peter Bagley ofthe Soviet Division (DC/SB) 
in 1967. 

Reel 45. Folder 25 

This folder contains pages 85-348, part V of the 835 page study "The Case ofYuriy 
I v'anovich Nosenko" prepared by Peter Bagley of the Soviet Division (DC/SB) in 1967. 
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Reel46. Folder 2A 

This folder contains pages 603-835, parts VII, VIII, and IX of the 835 page study "The 
Case ofYuriy Ivanovich Nosenk:o" prepared by Peter Bagley ofthe Soviet Division 
(DC/SB) in 1967. , 

Reel 46. Folder 2B 

3 . 

This folder contains a variety of documents, some of which have been released to the 
public. The NBR documents include: 14 reports of interrogations sessions with Peter 
Deryabin in July and August 1965, an unsigned May 1965 memo for Chief, SR/CI o_p. the 
3-13 May interrogation sessions with a psychologist, an unsigned May 1965 paper 
analyzing Nosenk:o's sessions with the psychologist which refutes the reported 
conclusions of the psychologist, and a November 1968 Memorandum of Tran~ittal to 
Chief, SB/CI/K on the 15 Deryabin-Nosenko July-August 1965 transcripts. ·· · . . :. 

\ . . 

Reel 46. Folder 3 

This folder contains most of the 186 page report by John Hart commissioned by the CIA 
in June 1976. Chapter X, pages 159-176 inclusive are missing. The report is a 
reinvestigation of the Nosen.ko case in the context of reviewing the techniques of 
handling Soviet agents and defectors. It is highly critical of the Clandestine Services' 
handling of the Nosenk:o case. The Hart report endorses the conclusions reached in 
October 1968 by the Office of Security (the Solie Report) that Nosenko is a bona fide 
defector. 

Reel 46. Folder 5 
I. 

This folders contains documents pertaining principally to personalities in the Minsk area 
during Lee Harvey Oswald's residence there. Some documents have been released to the 
public. The two NBR documents include: a nine page 1964 "homework assignment" 
prepared by Nosenko on KGB leadership in the provinces, and a four page memorandum 
on KGB personalities in the Minsk area in the mid 1970's. 

Reel 62. Folder 2 

This folder contains an 82 page verbatim transcript of an interrogation session by Peter 
Deryabin which covers Nosenko's background, marriage, and divorce. 

Reel 62. Folder 3 

This folder contains a 75 page verbatim transcript of two interrogation sessions by Peter 
Deryabin which detail Nosenko's career progress, and a disciplinary problem and its 
impact on his promotion schedule in the KGB. 
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Reel 62. Folder 5 

This folder contains two verbatim transcripts (33 and 46 pages) of interrogation sessions 
by Peter Deryabin which cover specific KGB operations and a particular KGB operation 
targeted against an American tourist. .r 

Reel62. Folder 6 

This folder contains one 22 page verbatim transcript of two interrogation sessions by 
Peter Deryabin which cover a particular KGB operation targeted against an American 
tourist. 

Reel62. Folder 7 
~~~· ~ 

This folder contains one 84 page verbatim transcript of two interrogation sessions by .:' 
Peter Derya&in which cover Nosenko's education, Navy career, and a particular KGB 
operation targeted against an American tourist. 

Reel 62. Folder 8 

.· .. ·· 

This folder contains an eight page verbatim transcript of an interrogation session by Peter 
Deryabin in which Deryabin encourages Nosenko to confess that he was sent under KGB 
control and to think about becoming a double agent. Nosenko says that he has been 
telling Deryabin the truth all along. 

Reel 62. Folder 9 

This folder contains 51 pages of 12 Deryabinreports on his interrogation sessions with 
Nosenko in July and August 1965. The information in these reports summarizes 
information detailed in the actmil interrogation transcripts. 

Reel 62. Folder 10 

This folder contains a mix of intra and inter-Agency memoranda pertaining to the 
handling ofNosenko and is labeled "TS Material from DeryabinSafe." This folder was 
not examined by the HSCA staff. Thirty-seven pages of documents have been released 
to the public. The 97 pages ofNBR documents include: correspondence with various US 
Government agencies and the Attorney General, memoranda on Nosenko's day to day 
handling, emergency procedures for Office of Security guards assigned to Nosenko, a 
report to the CIA Inspector General on the Nosenko case, Nosenko's request for political 
asylum, copies of his subsequent contracts with the CIA as an independent contractor, 
and additional reports, memos, and briefings concerning the Nosenko case and his 
handling. 
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MEMORANDUM 

October 9, 1997 

CIA. HAS NO OBJE:CTiON TO 
OECL.ASSlFICATION ANDJOR 
RELEASE Of nus.OOCUMENT 

To: 

cc: 

From: 

Subject: 

JeremyGunn 
Executive Director 

Torn Samoluk 
Deputy Director 

Michelle Combs~ 
;-o--· ·' 

Files on Yuriy lvanovich Nosenko in the CIA SeqU.~stered CollectiOln ., 
I . ·-- ' 
Microfilm Containing Information of No Believed Re~ev~ce to the 
Assassination of President John F. Kermedy 

1 

The information on Yuriy Ivanovich Nosenko contained in the CIA Sequestered 
Collection microfilm consists of approximately 3600 pages of interviews, transcripts, 
memos, and reports. Of the total, approximately 1200 pages have been released to the 
public as open in full or with redactions. Of the 1200 released pages, roughly 800 
contain information directly relevant to Lee Harvey Oswald and the assassination of 
President John F. Kennedy. Although all of th~o?~ -~QO_ pages have been released in 
redacted form, we have asked the Agency to re-review them under the standards of the · 
]FK Act before we submit them to the Board. 

After my review of the Nosenko records and our discussion of the issues, it is my 
judgment that the remaining approximately 2400 pages are unrelated to the 
assassination of President Kennedy and should be processed as "NBR." These NBR 
records, which are described on the attached list, consist of such items as general family 
and professional contact information, Soviet inteJJigence methodo1ogy, personalities, 
and specific operations, and Soviet Navy infonnation dating to Nosenko's early career 
jn Soviet Naval Intelligence. ~uch of the infom1ation consists ofvariou~ attempts by 
the Agency in the 1960's to establish Nosenko's bona fides. The October 1968 Solie 
Report, which has been released in redacted form and will be re-reviewed under the 
JFK Act, establishes Nosenko's bona fides. The conclusions of the Solie report were 
reaffirmed in a 1976 report by John Hart. A brief summary of the conclusions of the 
Hart Report will also be processed for release. 

The approximately 2400 pages of proposed Nosenko NBR records have been reviewed 
carefully to confirin that they contain no material helpful to a deeper understanding of 
the assassination. During the review some additional material, not previously released, 
which may add to an w1derstanding of the Nosenko story, was marked relevant and. 
identified for processing and review. 

' 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 

OFFICE: 

SUBJECT: . 

REFERENCE: 

. ABMINISTAAlWE IN1"EANAli:ISE 8Nl¥ 

Fredrick C. Wickham @ DO 
DO JFK Board Focal Point 

J. Barry Harrelson 
JFK Project Officer 

CSI/HRG 

16 October 1997 

Agenda for ARRB meeti~g 17 November 1997 // 

The following issues are tentatively scheduledJor action at the next JFK Boa~.dmeeting: . · · 
. .· .· 

1. Date of release of ~osenko mater.ial; see memo· on results of Oct. meetlng. 

/JFK Act 6 (1) (A) 
·.·.· JFK Act 6 (1) (B) 

If you or GIG have any commentson the proposal to change the rele·~·se date {subject of Agency review and appeal) from 2017 to 2010, 
please provide them to meb{ 23 October. · · 

2· L...-1 _ ___.I / 
. . 

This issue originally surfaced in April and was scheduled but not addr~ssed at the September meeting. I recommend that you review the 
material we sent the ARRB staff for the September meeting to determine if you want to provide additional "evidence". Are there other 
components that should be consulted on this issu7?l ~Was involved in discussions in April. 

3. DRE Monthly Reports. This is a long standing request from the Board staff. Please provide a status of the request by Ocrolier 2l. 

CC: .Jghn Perejra , 9CI I @DO 

Sent on 16 October 1997 at 04:57:17 PM 

ABMINISffii'ITI'v'E INTEFINI'Ili:JSE 8Nl¥ 
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28 October 1997 

SUBJECT: Disclosure of Information on Yuriy Ivanovich Nosenko 
.;-·· ·· 

~~· 
1. The Board intends to d~Cssify and release for public 

consumption, approximately 2400 -pages of counterintelligence • 
staff studies, interrogation reports, file reviews, and bona ._ 
fides studies on Yuriy Ivanovich Nosenko. These studies contain 
sensitive personal and operational material completely unrelated 
and irrele~ant to Lee Harvey Oswald and the assassination of ~ 
President Kennedy. It has been officially stated and documented 
that the remaining Nosenko records have been carefully reviewed 
to confirm that they contain no material helpfu)_ to a de~per 
understanding of the assassination. Mr. Nosenko•; has adh~red1 t :ime 
and time aga~n to the stipulations of his Memorandum of 
Understanding not to divulge his relationship with ' this Agency, 
even in view of the less than satisfactory conditions this Agency 
forced upon him during his early resettlement. Public disclosure 
of the remaining documents would constitute an unwarranted 
invasion of his personal and professional privacy not to mention 
the breech of trust on the part of this Agency to protect his 
right of privacy and above allt his security. This trust was 
reconfirmed in a personal letter from the former DDO, Ted Price, 
in September 1994, stating that we would take special steps to 
protect any sensiLive information touching on Mr. Nosenko's 
private life or on operational information pertaining to his 
debriefings. The letter further states that this Agency valued 
the sacr1fices he made for our country, and every effort would be 
made to protect information that could affect his privacy and 
security. The question has been asked before. Should we not 
show the same integrity that we expect from those who put their · 
lives on the line in defense of our national interests? 

2. Furthermore, the recruitment of sources of high 
intelligence value has always been this Agency's top priority. 
Public disclosure of this information could do irreparable damage 
to our ability to attract individuals who admire the US and might 
be disposed to collaboration. Disclosure of cooperation with the 
USG would cause any potential source to think twice before 
placing his life in the hands of an organization who cannot 
protect his information. .For those individuals such as Mr. 
Nosenko, who plaqed their trust in this country in the past, 
entered our resettlement program, and are now US citizens, the 
indiscriminate release of information, some of it very personal 
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SUBJECT: 

.~· · 

and with no real relevance to any national issue, seriously 
erodes this Agency's credibility and undermines our Resettl~ment 
Program. 

2 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

\ 
\ 

FROM: 

OFFICE: 

SUBJECT: 

REFERENCE: 

John Pereira @ DCI 
Fred Wickham@ DO 
lee Strickland @ DA 
Kathryn Dyer ~-· Otl I . OCI 

J. Barry Harrelson 
JFK Project Officer 

CSI/HRG 

SESRET 

CL BY: 61 }637 

Cl REAS.ON: S.ctioo 1.5 C 

DE~6~: X1 // 

DRV FRM: LOC 5-82./ 

17 November JFK Boar~iMeeting·· CIA issues (~pdate) 

1. The following CIA items are on the· agenda'for the 17 November ARRBmeeting: 

• (S) Reconsideration of the release ofL.I __ __.hva. as the location of the C.IAR~cord Center. 

In addition to written evidence being prepared by DA, the Agency has been offered the opportunity to brief the Board. 

.r . 

.·.~~FK Act 6 ( 1) (A) 
/fJFK A ct 6 (1) ( B ) .. 

· . ~s~~:i\'·~~~i:~~D~&ki:;;~~::;./J:l!!''··· ! ! 
• Chairman Tunheim's proposal to advance the opening date of the:Nosei'tkifNBR'(Not Believed Relevant) material from the 2017 per 

the JFK Act to the year 2010. "·· ···· . -' --- ' ·· · · 
- : : 

The ARRB staff disagrees with the Board on this issue and will recommend th.at the release date remain 2017. However, they are not 
confident thatthe Board will accept their recommendation and has requested/the Agency's positio~ on the 2010 date. If the Agency 
opposes the 2010 change in the date, I will need a memo from the DO.~xplaining why. We could Offer a compromise--accept the 2010 
date provided the Agency has the same right in 2010 as 2017 to review and appeal the release of the records. I have ask OGC for a legal 
opinion. Please note that this decision affects only those documents designated "NBR" by ARRB. The documents declared to be 
Assassination Records (AR) will be _re·reviewed and released, either sanitized or in full, during the coming year. · 

• (S) Proposed release of referenc~ to CIA employee being underLI ....... _______ f 

We have provided written evidence (DO note coordinated I land copy According to the ARRB 
staff, some Board members consider CIA use ofl .. ~san "open secret" and are inclined to release. We have been offered the 
opportunity to brief the Board. 
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• Cuban Revolutionary Council (CRC) financial records. 

ARRB staff plans to recommend to the Board that monthly summaries be considered ARs and the remaining material be designated NBR. 
Samples of these documents have been provided to DA, DO, and DCI/IRO. If you have any comments or objections, please. forward them 
to me by COB Wednesday. 

• Documents containing long lists of names, crypts, companies, etc. These include both Agency documents and notes ofHSCA 
staffers. (FYI · no action required at this time) 

The ARRB staff will ask the Board to delay processing of such documents and, in some cases, declare them NBR. The staff considers 
them marginal to the story and believes that they are not worth the time involved. 

(S) 2. We need to advise the ARRB staff no later than COB 12 November (Wednesday), if we plan to brief th~ Board onl I· 
and/o1 lwr~tten~viden~e is due to ARRB staff by COB 13 November (Thursday). They need at least on~,'"day to•review the 
matenal and prepare then presentatiOn$ for the Board. \ ·· .... 

CC: ~--=-~~DO · 
Becky Rant @ DA 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

\ 
FROM: 

OFFICE: 

SEeRET 

John Pereira @ DCI 
Fredrick C. Wickham @ DO 
lee Strickland@ DA 

I ~Q~I 

J. Barry Harrelson 
JFK Project Officer 

CSI/HRG 

Cl BY: 611637 

Cl aeAso•: Seclioo u c 

OECl 01: X1 

DRY FRM: CQV 2·87 

21 November 1997 

:··. ·. 

_. / · :.;:· 

..... · ::: .. >JFK Act 6 ( 1) (A) 

SUBJECT: ARRB meeting 17 November ·Results . .. . .. J FK Act 6 (1) (B) 

REFERENCE: 
• • ••••• •••• ••••••••• ••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • ••• 

1. Reconsideration of th~ release ofiL.-__ ... ~sClfR~c~~~~~e~ter: / / / 

The Board accepted the Agency'~requesff~;r~consideration; postponed until2017. 

2. CIA use o~L-__ _.1 / .. / / 

The Board did not find the Agency's evidence persuasive; released. 

This determination affects 16 documents ( 3 duplicates) that were pending Board action. Future documents will be impacted by this 
decision. Copies of the documents have been sent to DO and OGC for reconsideration/appeal review. · 

The Board moved the release date from 2017 to 2010 giving the Agency the righi to review and appeal at that time. 

4. Cuban Revolutionary Council ICRCI Financial Records: 

The Board accepted the ARRB staff's recommendation (concurred in by CIA) that only "General Statement for Month" records 
for January 1960 and to January 1995 be processed as Assassination Records, and that the approximately 6,000 remaining pages of 
financial records be declared to have "no believed relevance (NBRl" to the JFK assassination. 

5. Ramparts Damage Assessment Document: 

The Board accepted the ARRB staff's recommendation (concurred in by CIA) that the paragraphs on the one relevant 

SESRET 
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' . . i . . 
orga•iizatiorvb'e protessed as a assassination record, and that the remainder of the CIA Ramparts Memorandum be declared NBR. The 
me-:1orandum discusses the truth or fallacy of the allegations in Ramparts the Agency used non·governmental organizations for support 
and funding of worldwide anti·Communist operations. Over one hundred organizations are mentioned in the Ramparts article. The 
relevant organization is the\til{ftitiii!!frf41llt~~itee: theific aided Oswald on his return to the US; . . . . , 

6. Book Cables Dissemination Lists: 

The Board accepted the Agency's request that book cable dissemina.tion list be protected in full even if they contain s~ations 
that are releasable. · 

7. Document#104·100J2.10232: 

The Board rejected the Agency's request to protect the full crypt m-"'LUCiO. The document has been sent to the DO for 
reconsideration/appeal review. r 

8. Other Documents: 

The Board accepted the Agency's and ARRB staff's recommendations on 204 additional documents. 
. ... ... 

. \ . 
· Reconsideration and Appeals: 

If the Agency wishes to ask the Board to reconsider a decision or plans to appeal to the President, the ARRB staff has 
requested that it be notified prior to the letter to the Agency informing the DCI of the Board's decision. We expect the letter on or around 
Dec. 1st; the Board's determinations will also be published in the Federal Register on that date. As mandated by the White House, the 
Agency has seven days after notification to appeal a JFK Board decision to the President. 

CC: L...,-,-.,.--~~~ DQ 
Kathryn Oyer @ DCI 
Becky Oyer @ DA 

Sent on 21 November 1997 at 05:04:45 PM 
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NOTE FOR: 
FROM: 
OFFICE: 
DATE: 
SUBJECT: 

J. Barry Harrelson 
Fredrick C. Wickham @ 00 

10/10/97 12:10:24 PM 
Nosenko Records 

FBR BFFIBI"ll::ISE BNLY 

I have reviewed the descriptions of the folders proposed by the ARRB Staff. While I see this as a success to have them support our 
position and have some concern about the detail included within the descriptions. We had an occasion in the past to ask fora legal 
opinion about a former employee's access rights to Nosenko's file and were told he is entitled protection under the Privacy Act. Nosenko 
has already personally expressed (in a letter to the Agency) his concern and objection about potential !elease of information about him. 1 
think we should carefully consider the amount of detail included in the public release and whether it violates his rights under the Privacy 
Act. 
I trust the judgment of those that have reviewed these descriptions as to content in relationship to other released material and' 
classification but I just want to raise a mild concern about the detail contained in the descriptions of folder content. I will not object to 
the these if everyone feels Compelled to accept them to protect the success we have achieved as long as-they are determined to not be in 
violation of his privacy rights. ,. ., •. c 

In future efforts to pro\ect NBR information, I would like to see less detail in the description if at all-possible. · 

CC: ~ Do,L-1 _ ___.IY·@ DO 
Sent on 10 October 1997 at 12:10:24 PM 
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Classification of Material Transmitted 

HISTORICAL REVIBW GROUP 

CENTER FOR THE STUDY OF INTELLIGENCE 

Phone # 703-613..;1806 

PLEASE DELIVER IMMEDIATELY 

***************************************************************~--· ' 

CLASSIFIED FAX 

-SUBJECT~~~ 
FROM:JJ < &"lze oitvt/[;!_~ 
SENDING FAX NO. 703-613-30 laO 

, --· 

DELIVER TO:IL _________ __. 

RECEIVING FAX NO. 2J:93~ f:-3 )/b 
J FK A ct 6 I 1 I (A ) 
J FK A ct 6 ( 1 ) (B) 

DATETRANSMfiTED: )~t! PAGES TRANSMIITED: ~ 
(including cover sheet) 

. ·-::--yy! •! () ~/A;;; /J 
TRANSMfiTED BY: (),l~ r 
***************************************************************** 

MESSAGE: 

Classification of Material Transmitted 
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MEMORANDUM 

October 9, 1997 

To: 

cc: 

From: 

JeremyGunn 
Executive Director 

Torn Samoluk 
Deputy Director 

Michelle Combs~ 

.-\Kt(Jj 

_,·· 

Subject: · Files on Yuriy Ivanovich Nosenko in the CIA Sequestered Collectjon 
'lvficrofilrn Containing Information of No Believed. Relevance to tpe ·.~ 
Assassination of President John F. Kennedy 

\... 

The information on Yuriy Ivanovich Nosenko contained in the CIA Sequestered 
Collection microfilm consists of approximately 3600 pages of interviews, transcripts, 

· memos, and reports. Of the total, approximately 1200 pages have been released to the 
public as open in full or wi.th redactions. Of the 1200 released pages, roughly 800 
contain information directly relevant to Lee Harvey Oswald and the assassination of 
President John F. Kennedy. Although all of these 800 pages have been released in 
redacted forin, we have asked the Agency to re-review them under the standards of the 
)FK Act before we submit them to the Board. 

After my review of the Nosenko records and our qiscussion of the issues, it is my 
judgment that the remaining approximately 2400 pages are unrelated to the 
assassination of President Kennedy and should be processed as "NBR." These NBR 
records, which are described on the attached list, consist of such items as general family 
and professional contact information, Soviet inteJJigence methodoJogy, personalities, 
and specific operations, and Soviet Navy information dating to Nosenko's early career 
in Soviet Naval Intelligence. Much of the information consists of various attempts by 
the Agency in the 1960's to establish Nosenko's bona fides. The October 1968 Solie 
Report, which has been released in redacted form and will be re-reviewed under the 
JFK Act, establishes Nosenko's bona fides. The conclusions of the Solie report were 
reaffirmed in a 1976 report by John Hart. · A brief summary of the conclusions of the 
Hart Report will also be processed for release. 

The approximately 2400 pages of proposed Nosenko NBR records have been reviewed 
carefully to confinn that they contain no material helpful to a deeper understanding of 
the assassination. During the review some additional material, not previously released, 
which may add to an understanding of the Nosenko story, was marked relevant and 
identified for processing and review. · 
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NBR Folder Summaries 

Each folder also contains an HSCA signature sheet. At least one member of theHSCA 
reviewed all but the last of the folders listed below. 

Reel45, Folder 3 

During July and August 1965, Peter Deryabin, a Soviet defector, conducted a series of 
interrogations of Nosenko in conjunction with CIA efforts to establish Nosenko'.s bona 
fides. 1his-folder contains one 66 page verbatim transcript of two interrogation 
sessions which cover Nosenko's family, background, early career, and K~msomol 
experiences. ~~:- - .... : 

I 
Reel 45. Folder 4 

This folder contains a 76 page verbatim transcript of two interrogation sessions by 
Peter Deryabin which cover Nosenko's career, Party membership, Komsomo1 
personalities and procedures, military personalities and procedures, and his (then 
current) incarceration by the CIA. 

I 

Reel45. Folder 5 

This folder contains one 59 page verbatim transcript of two interrogation sessions by 
Peter Deryabin which cover Nosenko's military career, KGB buildings, personalities 
and procedures, and other Soviet intelligence peopJe, roJes, and titles . 

. l 

Reel45, Fo1der 6 

· All the documents in this folder, but one, ~ve been released to the public. The NBR 
document is a five page February 1964 memo from the Director of the Soviet Division 
(C/SR) David Murphy to the Deputy Director for Plans (DD /P) Richard Helms on 
plans to debrief Nosenko based on C/SR~s belief that Nosenko is a Soviet plant. 

Reel45, Folder 8B 

This folder contains a 135 page report on Nosenko prepared in April1969 by N. Scott 
Miler of the Cow1terintelligencc Staff (DC/CI/SIG) based on the comments and 
questions of Anatoliy_ Golitsyn. The report contains Golitsyn's comments on 
inconsistencies he believes exist in N'osenko's testimony and his recommendations for 
further questioning. Golitsyn believed Nosenko was a dispatched agent. 
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Reel45, Folder 13 

This folder contains one document. The document is a ten page extract from the 835 
page study"The Case of Yuriy Ivanovich Nosenko" written by Peter Bagley of Jhe 
Soviet Branch (DC/SB) in 1967. The document records Peter Deryabi.rl.'s conclusions on 
Nosenko's bona fides. Deryabin does not believe Nosenko. 

J 

Reel45, Folder 17 

This folder contains an 89 page verbatim transcript of an interrogation session by Peter 
Deryabin which covers Nosenko's career as a KGB officer, his maxriage,.and KGB 
buildings, personalities, and procedures. A two page key to the abbrevi~floriS _in the 
transcript is ii,lso included in thic; folder. · ~ · _J ': 

Reel45, Folder 19 

This folder contains pages 349-602, part N, of the 835 page study "The Case of Yuriy 
Ivanovich Nosenko" prepared by Peter Bagley in 1967. The study analyzes Nosenko's 
biography, case work, and responsibilities as a Soviet intelligence officer. The 
conclusion of the report is th~t Nosenko is a dispatched agent under the control of the 
KGB. 

Reel 45, Folder 20 

This folder contains an 89 page verbatim transcript of an interrogation session by Peter 
Deryabin which covers Nqsenko's career as a KGB officer and KGB buildings, 
personalities, and procedures. 

Reel45. Folder 21 

This folder contains an 85 page verbatim transcript of an interrogation session by Peter 
Deryabin which covers Nosenko's experiences in and knowledge of Komsomol and 

. ·Communist Party personalities, buildings, and procedures. 

Reel45. Folder 24 

This folder contains pages 1-84, parts I, II, III, and TV, of the 835 page study "The Case 
of Yuriy Ivanovich Nosenko'' prepar;ed by Peter Bagley. 

' . 
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Reel45, Folder 25 

lhis folder contains pages 85-348, part V, of the 835 page study "The Case ofYuriy 
Ivanovich Nosenko" prepared by Peter Bagley. 

Reel46. Folder 2A 

This folder contains pages 603-835, parts VU, Vlli, and IX of the 835 page study "The 
Case of Yuriy Ivanovich Nosenko" prepared by Peter Bagley. 

Reel46, Folder 2B 

This folder co~tains a variety of documents, some of which have a.lxeady been rkleased 
to the public. The NBR documents include: 14 reports of interrog~ti.onsessions with · 
Peter Deryabin in July and August 1965; an unsigned May 1965 memo for Chief SR/CI 
on the 3-13 May jnterrogation sessions with a psychologist, an unsigned May 1965 
paper analyzing Nosenko's sessions with the psychologist which refutes the reported 
conclusions of the psychologist, and a November 1968 Memorandum of Transmittal to 
SB/CI/K on the 15 Deryabin-Nosenko July-August 1965 transcripts. 

Reel46, Folder 3 

This folder contains most of the 186 page report by John Hart commissioned by the 
CIA in June 1976. Chapter X, pages 159-176 inclusive are missing. The report is a 
reinvestigation of the Nosenko case in the context of reviewing the techniques of 
handling Soviet agents and defectors. It is highly critical of the handling of the 
Nosertko .case by the Clandestine Service. The Hart Report endorses the conclusions 
reached in October 1968 by the OffiCe of Security (the Solie Report) that Nosenko is a 

· bona fide defector. 

Reel 46, Folder 5 

This folder contains documents pertaining principally to personalities in the Minsk area 
during Lee Harvey Oswald's residence there. Some documents in this folder have been 
released to the public. The two NBR documents include: a nine page 1964 "homework 
assignment" prepared by Nosenko on KGB leadership in the provinces and a four page 
memorandum on KGB personalities in the Minsk area in the mid 1970's. 

Reel 62, Folder 2 

This folder contains an 82 page verbatim transcript of an interrogation session by Peter 
Deryabin which covers Nosenko's background, marriage, and divorce. . 

\. 
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· Reel 62, Folder 3 

This folder contains a 74 page verbatim transcript of two interrogation sessions1Jy Peter 
Deryabin which detail Nosenko's career progress and a disciplinary problem and its 
resulting impact on his promotion schedule. · 

Reel 62, Folder 5 

This folder contains two verbatim transcripts (33 and 46 pages) of interrogation sessions 
by Peter Deryabin which cover specific KGB operations and a particular KGB operation 
targeted against an American tourist. 

Reel 62. Folder 6 

. This folder contains one 22 page verbatim transcript of two interrogation se~sions by 
Perter Deryabin which cover a particular KGB operation targeted againSt an American 
tourist. · 

Reel 62, Folder 7 

This folder contains one 84 page verbatim transcript of two interrogation sessions by 
Peter Deryabin which cover Nosenko's education, Navy career, and a particular KGB 
operation targeted against an American tourist. 

Reel 62, Folder 8 

This folder contains an eight page verbatim transcript of an interrogation session by 
Peter Deryabin in which Deryabin encourages Nosenko to confess that he was sent 
under KGB control andto think about becoming a double agent. Nosenko responds 
that he has been telling Deryabin the truth all along. 

Reel 62, Folder 9 

The folder contains 51 pages of 12 Deryabin reports on his interrogation sessions with 
Nosenko .in July and August 1965. The information in these reports swnmarizes 
information detailed in the actual interrogation transcripts. 

Reel 62, Folder 10 

This folder contains a mix of intra and inter-Agency memoranda pertaining to the 
handling of Nosenko and is labeled "TS.Material from [?eryabin Safe." Tills folder was 
not examined by the HSCA staff. Thirt}'-seven pages of documents have been released 
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to the public. The 97 pages of NBR documents include: correspondence with various 
US Government agencies and the Attorney General, memoranda on Nosenko's d,ay to 
day handling, emergency procedures for Office of Security guards assigned to-.1.\Tosenko, 
a report to the CIA Inspector General on the Nosenko case, Nosenko's requestfpr 
political asylum, copies of his subsequent contracts with the CIA as an independent 
contractor, and additional reports, memos, and briefings concerning the-Nosenko.case 
and his handling. · · 

\ 

Combs e: \nosenko4.wpd 
File 4.20.5, 4.0.2, and 2.4 
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MEMORANDUM 

September 22, 1998 

CIA HAS NO OB~!ECTION TO 
DECLASS!f:iC/J!Gr-';: ft.ND/OR 
RELEASE CF C· i~ ';·FORMATION 
IN.TI_jiS DC;C' :;,r,;:-. ; .. J ./ "l " \.,.i . . ... . 4 • ... 

To: Laura Denk 
Exeeutive Director 

· . ·Bob Skwirot 
CIA Team Leader 

From: · Michelle Combs 
. .Associate Director for Research and Review . 
. .. . . ··- ~ . ?:- - . 

Subject .. \Working l,iiles on Yuriy Ivanovich. Nosenko Containing lnformat:llin 'Not 
'Believed Relevant to the Assassination of President J~hn F. Kennedy 

Previously, the Review Board voted to declare NBR appro:xim.ately 2400 pages of 
material on Yuriy Ivanovich Nosenko contained in the CIA sequestered collection 
microfilm unrelated to the assassination of President John F. Kennedy. 

The Review Board st~ has since examined an additional tWo boxes of working files on 
Nos~ produced as a result of the search for records related to the Kennedy 
assasshla.pon.. This material either duplicates or is the original copy of the ~uestered 
coll.edi<:)~Inkrofilni material previously declared NBR·· For example, many of the 
origiri31,tapes from' which transcripts wer~ produced arefound in the working files. 
The B~d previo~ly declared the transcripts, which are found iri the sequestered 
oolledion~Ir\krofilm, to be NBR. The files contain no new material which would add to 
theUD,cl.~tandingof the Nosenko story. · 

l r~~WJtha.t th.e Board declare the contents of the two boxes of wor~ files on 
NosenkO.to be NBR. 

e: \combs \nbr\nosenko.wpd 
File 2.4, 4.0.2, and 4.20.5 
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SUBJECT: Discussions with Center for/the/Study of 
Intelligence on the Release of Material 
to Yuriy Nosenko 

. ' 

Relati~g 

1. On 3 August I had a series of discussions with th¢ 
staff of the Center for the/Study _of Intelligence (CSI) at • 
the Center's office in theAmes Building. Our discussion · 
centered on the dispos1···tion .. ·· of .. ··more than 3,200 pa:es 
relating to the career of former KGB officer--! _ I / t-Yur i y Ivanov ich N oL..s_e_n_o-. -...,_Th-e---' 
documents are being rev1ewedfor declassification arid 
release as requiredby the JFK law. 

) 

2. The Declassification Problem: CSI's de
classification staff has/carefully reviewed the Nosenko 
material. I ./ F-a car,eer Directorate of Operations 
aff:cer--is/l:epresenting the DO in the review process. I ~oted that the material can be divided into two 
par s: 

• Approximately 800 pages that deal with Nosenko's infor
mation about Lee Harvey Oswald's life in the Soviet Union 
and his relationship with the KGB. 

• A body of counterintelligence staff studies, inter
rogation reports, file reviews, and bona fides studies on 
Nosenko totaling some 2,400 pages. These studies contain 
sensitive personal and operational material. For 
example: 
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OF DEPOSITION OF DAVID MURPHY BE
THE . HOUSE SELECT ·. COMMI'ITEE ON ASSAS~ 

. ATIONS ON AUGUST 9, 1978 

INTRODUCTION 

heard froni Nosenko ,and from an intelligence officer who 
to be bona fide, the committee spoke to the CIA official 

had · overall responsibility for the interrogation of N osenko <Jur
the years 1964-67, ·when Nosenko was kept in solitary confine-
... :. _ pth,er thi,l).g.:;, ·he was. asked about the r~aso~ Nosenk() 

'IIi solititry:' coitfiriem{mt, about why he questiOned No" 
. credibility, and abOut, Nosenko's charge that ,his statements 
Agency were inaccurate because he had been drugged by the 

·''"l'lc"'v .. v_,, __ ._ .. Portions of thattranscript follow .. 

•' ~xc~~ ,~F b~isriro~ ~~ ni~ M~RY BEFORE HousE SELECT CoMHI"r.rEE oN 
- ASSASSINATIONS ON AUGUST 9,1978 

Mr. ID.~rN. When Nose~ko defected in 1964, when he came to the United States, 
· was he .in the custody of the. Central Intelligence Agency at that time? . 
:.• Mr; M-inu>HY. I don't wantti) be cute :by saying I believe so, I am not exactly 
.-sure of-the legal--:-! mean what 'his .legal status was. Insofar as physical facts; 

he vms i:iJ. tl;ie~custody of the rc; :. . · . 
., . Mr. KI.Em. What division or unit of the Central Intelligence Agency had pri-
. mary respi>n8ibilfty for Nosenko 1 . . 

Mr. MURPHY• The Soviet RusSian Division. 
Mr. KLEiN. Of which you werethe Chief? 
Mr. MURPHY. Yes, sir. . .... · . . . . 
Mr. KLEIN. And what year did you leave the Soviet Russia Division? 
Mr. MuRPHY. Begin.iling in 1968 . . 
Mr. KLEIN. And up until what year did the Soviet Russia Division have 

primary responsibility for Nosenko? ' 
Mr. ·MURPHY. I don't recall the exact time but it was certainly up until the 

spring of 1967. 
Mr. KLEIN. The investigation by Bruce Solie began at the end of 1967. At that 

time did the control or responsibility over Nosenko change from the Soviet 
Russia Division to another division? · 

Mr. MUBPHY. My recollection is that it changed in the spring or early summer 
of 1967 and the responsibility was turned over to the Office of Security of which 
Solie was a member. 

Mr .. KLEIN. As Chief of the Soviet Russia Division, did you ba ve the primary 
responsibility for what happened to Nosenko? And when I say happened, where 
be was kept, what he was asked? · 

Mr. MURPHY. I ·was respohsirble for the case. 
Mr. KLEIN. OK. . . . . · 
Mr. MURPHY. Although the case was handled by one of the groups within the 

Division. 
Mr. KLEIN. But they would r~ilOrt to you? 
Mr. MUBPHY. 'Y'es. 

• • • • • • • 
Mr. KLEIN. There came a time in 1964, April 4, I believe, when the treatment 

received by Nosenko greatly changed in that hostilie interrogations began, is tha t 
correct? 

Mr. MURPHY. I am not sure I agree with the formulation of the question. 
Mr. KLEIN. Well, elaborate. 
·Mr. MURPHY. No; the previous pattern of voluntary discussion of issues under 

con.sideration changed and Nosenko was not permitted to evade questions or to 
decide when he would or would not want to respond. · 

Mr. KLEIN. Could you descrl·be for us what the pattern was before· as far as 
conditions and how it was changed? ' 
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Mr. MuRPHY. WeLl, the pattern before was one of pretty mtich permitting . 
Nosenko to call . the shots. In other words, we wanted his cooperation and we 
wanted to discuss these things in a reasonable manner, but his preference was 
not to sit still for a fulfi day's briefing, to want to go out socially all the time, 
which made it difficult the next day to continue to work. And! the most important 
aspect, I think, of the change was the decision to confront hi:m with inconsisten
cies as opposed to taking what he said and passing it on. 

!Mr. KLEIN. What about the day-to-day living condlitions, were they changed? 
Mr. MURPHY. Well, he was not permitted to leave. He was not permitted to 
~~ . . . · 

!Mr. KLEIN. Other than that, his day-to-day treatment, not the actual interroga
tion sessions, but his food intake, his recreation, was tha,($angedi at that tim~? 
· Mr. MURPHY. I don't think so, not thaf early. I don'freinember that> ,. ·'· , .. 

• • • • • • • 
Mr. KLEIN. Subsequent to April 4, is it correct that Nosenko was interrogated 

by people .from the Soviet Russia Division? 
!Mr. MURPHY: That is right. · · . 
Mr. KLEIN. And how were the particular subareas on which he was interrogated· 

chosen? · · 
1Mr. MU!U'HY. I am not sure. I don't know. Subject areas? This is a guess, this ~s . 

a recollection, but I think the decision was made hased! on what the CIA people 
thought offered the best opportunity to get an admission and to break on that. 
In other words, I think it was based on points that they had collateralon. By 
that I mean other information which said what this man is saying is not the truth 
or this man does not know about this and, therefore, let us hit him hard on this: .· 
And so ·it was a fully tactical, these were tactical considerations relating to Pos< 
session of information in the hands of the interrogators which then offered ·the. 
best opportunity to get through and get the truth. . 

10ne breakthrough it was felt, as is normally the case, gives you other b;rea~- · 
throughs. The decision on what subjects to be interrogated! was essentially a fac
tor of the tactics of the debriefing. · 

Mr. KLEIN. Would it be fair to say that after April 4 the subject areas were 
determined by a desire to try to catch him, to break him, as opposed to a desire 
to gain knowledge that would be of use to you in your role as an intelligence 
agency? In other words, knowledge of the operation. 

Mr. MURPHY. That is an accurate impression. The answer is yes because by 
the end of April there was a view that the man was not telling the truth, that 
parts of what he was saying were known to be untrue and that, therefore, made 
no sense, and although the reasons for .his behavior and his statements were 
not clear, it made no sense then, it did not appear to make sense to accept as 
valid any data he might provide unless you could be sure that that data was in 
fact correct, and there were so many doubts about this, leaving aside the moti
vation for it, the contradictions or the way in which he presented it, that the 
information was not considered acceptable. · 

• • • • • • • 
Mr. KLEIN. Were you aware of the substance of what Nosenko had to say about 

Oswald? 
Mr. MURPHY. From the very first. I mean, when he first said it back in February 

or March. 
Mr. KLEIN. Do you recall now the substance of it? 
Mr; MuRPHY. No; not exactly, anything I said would •be polluted by so much 

back and forth. I know that the thrust of the message was that Oswald was 
never of interest to the Soviet Intelligence Services, that he was never debriefed 
by them, and I can guarantee that because I was personally involved in the 
affair. There is more detail, but I can't really pin it down. 

Mr. KLEIN. Did you accept this statement ·by Nosenko? 
Mr. MURPHY. I did not. I did not believe that it would be possible for the 

Soviet Intelligence Services to have remained indifferent to the arrival in 1959 
in Moscow of a former Marine radar operator who had served at what was an 
active U-2 operational base. I found that to be strange. It was only later, I think, 
that as the Nosenko case and its other ramifications began to emerge that it 
seemed to me that the Oswald story became even more unusual. 

I think I mentioned the other day it seems to me almost to have been tacked on · 
or to have been added as though it didn't seem to be part of the real body of 

i 
.I 
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the' other things that he had to say, many of which were true. You understand 
that Nosenko wa~much or' what he said _was true. 
Mr.~=- You are talking about other areas? 
Mr.· MURPHY' Yes, sir. This one seemed to be tacked on and didn't have m'uch 

relationship, and it seemejl to be so totally dependent on not just one coincidence 
but a whole series of coincidences, for him to have been there . arid all that sort 
of thing. That is what I meari: .. .. . . . . . . 

Mr. ·KLEIN. Do you recall any other specifics .about what you could not accept 
in Nosenko's statements ·about Oswald? · 

Mr. Mu&PHY. Yes; that they just-this is part._ of the first one-no contact was 
ever made, that he · went up to. Minsk and lived llappily .and well with no contact. 
The Soviet UmoJi with: foreigners don't . do that .. T meail, ' h~ is the. orlly person. 
Read the accounts of 'what happened to this poor gentleman; what happened to 
Jay Crawford in Moscow and their intensive debriefing of him on the layout of 
the American Embassy. It didn't seem to be possible. 

Now, again, that does not constitute proof, doesn't constitute any breakthrough. 
It seemed to me to be strange. · · · ·· · · . . · · · 

Mr. KLEIN. Would you distinguish between first . the fact:that nobody debriefed 
Oswald when he first came to the Soviet Union, nobody tried to find out what be 
knew:. as a marine, as a · radar operator, and, second, tii.e fact that once they 
deCided to ·auow him to stay, nobody debriefed him to fi,lld out if he was some 
kind of a Western security agent or working for OIA? . 

Mr. MURPHY. · YeS, they would be two · different points. '.The · first · point clearly 
involves the KGB and GRU. This is simply a chap arriving with this background 
and no one taking the time just from a military intelligence technical point of 
view, telling us how it worked when this thing came in at OO,OOO.feet what did the 
blips look like. I don't think they had many American r~dar operators handling 
operational traffic involving U-2's. · · 

Mr. KLEn( How would you react to a statement by Nosenko · that although 
the KGB knew Oswald was a marine, they did not bother to _question him, 
and because of that, never knew that he was a radar operator or that he 
worked at the base from which the U-2's took olf and landed? 

Mr. MURPHY. I think it would be strange. . · 
My other point, going back to your first qu~tion, that is, the first aspect of 

your question, which is the initial arrival and lack of debriefing. There is no 
indication here that the GRU was advised, which in .the case of a defector, 
there is no operational interest in a defector. GRU would be properly the out
fit that would want to be talking to any marine. They will talk to a marine 
about close order drill You follow ·m·e? It doesn't require that he be known to 
have been a radar operator or that he be known to have been a-they would 
talk to him about ll'is military affiliation just as we would. 

I realize that there is a body of thought which says that some people thinli: 
the Soviets are 10-foot tall I don't · believe they are. I think they are very, 
very, very much the other way. What I find difficult on the part of many Ameri
cans is that they will not ascribe to the Soviets the same elemental competence 
that we have. That is all I ask. And, therefore, we in Germany will talk to a 
private in the East German Border Guards, period. The GRU would be interested 
in talking to a private: He was a corporal in the Marine Corps, who had stated 
to a consul in a consular office, which is manned by the Soviets, Soviet locals 
and what have you, fully acCessible to the Soviets, unlike the higher floors of the 
Embassy, that he wanted to talk about his experiences, thathe wanted to tell all. 
I guess I found it difficult to believe this is one of the things that made, or many 
other aspects of the case, but this is one of the things that created an atmosphere 
ot disbelief that there must be something to this case that is important, vitally 
important to the Soviet Union and we can't understand it. · . 

·Yuri may be right, he may be right, but at the time it was very hard to 
believe. 

• • • • • • • 
Mr. KLEIN. And on the basis of your experience S:nd knowledge gained over 

almost 30 years, is that what is giving you trouble with Nosenko's statements 
about Oswald? 

Mr. MURPHY. And other things. 
Mr. KLEIN. Do you know of comparable situallions where somebody wasn't 

questioned like this, was just left alone, as Nosenko says Oswald was? 
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Mr. Mu~HY. I honestly couldn't find anyone, or I am not aware of imyone 
that the division or tbe CI Staff, that is, those officers concerned with th!s 
case, were handling it directly. I don't know of any former Soviet intelligena! 
officer .or other knowledgeable ·source to whom they spoke about this: matter 
who felt this would have been possible. If someone did, I never heard of it. 

Mr. KLEIN. During this interrogation period, beginning in April 1964, would 
it ue fair to say that tile questions relating to Oswald and the problems which 
you have just been discussing ·relating to Oswald constituted a major area 
for questioning and in interrogating Nosenko? 

Mr. MURPHY. Probaby not. 
Mr. KLEIN. Why would tliat have been? 
Mr. MuRPHY. Because there were many other areas which posed equally inter: 

esting aspects yet about which we knew niuch more and which had occurred 
abroad and· involved collateral knowledge, which obviously ·is not easy for us 
to obtain in the Soviet Union. 

Mr. KLEIN. Who in the Soviet Russia. division made the decision as to. who .. 
would question Nosenko, subsequent to April 4? 

Mr. MURPHY. [CIA employee], chief of the group. . . ; 
Mr. KLEIN. And do you know of any criteria that he used to pick his inter· 

rogators? 
Mr. MURPHY. Some knowledge of Russian, as Nosenko's English was not good, 

the fact that he had been exposed. Well, that is one of the aspects of the CIA 
interrogation. You try not to use too many people because· you then lose. In the 
first place, you are dealing with a potentially hostile guy who is liable to go 
back to the Soviet Union, or. return to the other side, and so you don't want to 
expose too many officers, plus the fact it is not a good idea to siinply bring a lot 
of people In. You have to have people who studied the case and became in depth, 
know it in depth and therefore,· so they use the officers that they had available 
and there were a variety of criteria. 

Mr. KLEIN. As I mentioned to you in our conversations about a week ago, it is 
our information that the person who interrogated Nosenko about the Oswald 
matter had no background whatsoever in Oswald, he didn't know anything 
about Oswald's background or really about Oswald at all. Is there any reason 
that such a person would be used that you can tell us? 

Mr. MuRPHY. I am not sure I understand. I thought the point was that he had, 
he was not a man of a lot of background in the CI debriefings or interrogations. 
I wasn't sure of the point he didn't know about Oswald. I am not sure very 
many of us knew very much about Oswald than was available at the tiine. 

Mr. KLEIN. Two points--
Mr. MuRPHY. The reason that the chap was chosen was because he was level

headed, extremely toughminded, and was going to be with the case for the 
long pull. He was not going to be changed. That is why he was used. And his 
career since then has borne out the judgment of many, he is a very good officer. 

Mr. KLEIN. But wouldn't--
Mr. MuRPHY. I don't know that he didn't, that he wasn't what you are saying, 

he knew nothing at all about Oswald's case. I find that difficult to believe. Bot I 
don't know. 

Mr. KLEIN. Well, if I asked you to consider a hypothetical situation, where I 
told you the officer who interrogated Oswald knew nothing about Oswald other 
than what he learned from Nosenko, would you think that was unusual that 
they would not, if they didn't have somebody already who knew about Oswald, at 
least given somebody a thorough briefing from A to Z, everything that the CIA 
knew aboJJ.t Oswald, would you think it was unusual, that they didn't do that? 

Mr. MuRPHY. I would certainly think so. 
Mr. KLEIN. The second part of my question was the other point I made to you 

a week ago when we spoke, to our knowledge, let me be frank, we spoke to the 
particular officer .in a deposition, so that our knowledge is gained from. that, 
it is possible that since I have not seen the typed up deposition that what I say 
might not be exactly what the deposition says, but my recollection of it is that 
he also had little or no prior interrogation experience, and my question is would 
that be--

Mr. MuRPHY. That wouldn't surprise me because there were very few people, 
relatively few people, in the Division or indeed elsewhere who had a lot of 
interrogation experience. We hadn't done a lot of very many hostile CIA debrief· 
ings, People who might have been used were probably otherwise, either abroad, 
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he officers that they had availabl~ 

nversations about a week ago it Is 
>gated Nosen~o ~bout the O~wald 
)swald, he didn t know anything 
)swald at all. Is there any reason 
:an tell us? 
thought t~e point was that he had, 
le CI debnefings or interrogations 
. bout Oswald. I am not sure ve . 
Ian was available at the time. ry 

•_chosen was because he was level
~mg .to be with the case for the 
l'hat IS why_ he was used. And his 
>f many, he Is a very good officer. 

Iat he wasn't what you are saying 
find that difficult to believe. But i 

· a hypOthetical situation where I 
knew ~othing about Osw~Id other 
you .thmk that was unusual that · 
.!ready who knew .about Oswald, at 
n A to Z, everything that the CIA 
unusual, that they didn't do that? 

was the other point I made to you 
'• let me be frank, we spoke to the 
r knowledge is gained from that 
·ped up deposition that what I sa; 
s, ~ut my recollection of it is that 
~erlence, and my question is would 

cause there were very few people 
leed elsewhere who had a lot of 
of very many hostile CIA debrief-

probably otherwise, either abroad, 

; I 

I 
I 
i 

I 

f 
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mighthave ha~ experienc~. but I know it might sound strange. There just wasn't 
squads and sq_:?a(Js _: of. highly trained fluent Russian speakmg ·ci experienced· 
interrogators. · .. · ., . · · . 

Mr. KLEIN. One thing r would poiilt out to you is that I have listened to a 
number ~f tape~, -~nd all of the ones I have liste.ned ·to were totally iri English, 
there was no Russian. ·- · ·· 

Mr. MURPHY. Yes. ·.. . , 
_Mr. ~EIN. My· question is, w~s the questioning of Nosenko considered a major 

operation in the Bureau in 1964? . ' · 
Mr. MURPHY;-It was an important operation, an Important case. 
~r, Ku::IN. _And yet there was nobody with interrogation experience who 

. :could:be used toiriterrogate him? · . . ' .. . : . '. . . 
·Mt; ~:hffip'i£'f.: I a in: sure some of the people ha!J interrogation experiehce. 1 .. · .· 

,mean. [CIA ~employee] himself had a lot of background in this field. I can't explain 
why the o~cer who debriefed hiin on Oswald did not have prior: briefing on Oswald 
except what I . Illentioned to you the other day, because it was not a thing tliat 
we thought "#e were going to get through on, because we 'vere weak. in that area at that ~me; . . . . . .. . . . :.• ··· .. ~ .· 

.M:r_. Ki.EtN\: Was Nosenko ev~rgiven any drugs? -~: 
Mr: MURPHY:.Not to my knowledge. . . 

.Mr. Ku:rN: ·Were tllCrc eYer any conversations in which Y9ii took: part al>out 
. whether .to give him drugs in order to get him to tell the truth') . . . . . ·.. . 
·· Mr. MURPHY: There were many, .many conversations all the :time al>out various 

thii:igs that c01,ild .be. done, all the techniques that are known,'Jo get him to talk, : 
but· as far as . I know and in discussions with the medical officer.' who handled · . 

. the case, there was never any decision made or any attempt-'jnade to use these, . . 
because non~ of them appeared to be likely to produce results and they' all would 
be veri harmful and, therefore, not pro'duce results. · . . . .. 

Mr. KLEIN: Between 1964 and 1967 when you lost control over the ' case, ·in 
those years, it is your statement that if any drugs were given to him, to get him 
to tell the truth, you would have known about it, and no such thing happened? 

Mr. MURPHY. That is correct. 

• • .. • • • • 
Mr. KLEIN. Are you aware that Nosenko was given a lie detector test in 1964, 

in April? 
Mr. MURPHY. Yes, sir. 
Mr. KLEIN. Do you know the result of that test? 
Mr. MURPHY. It indicated he was lying on several key points. 
Mr. KLEIN. Do you have any reason to believe that test was invalid? 
Mr. MURPHY. No. 
Mr. KLEIN. Are you aware that be was given a second lie detector test in 

1966? . 
Mr. MURPHY. Yes. 
Mr. KLEIN. Do you know the result of that test? 
Mr. MURPHY. $ame thing. . . 
Mr. KLEIN. And do you have any reason to believe that test was invalid? 
Mr~ MURPHY. No; I believe the operator who gave him the test in 1966 was the 

same operator who gave him the test in 1964 . . 
· Mr. K~N. Th.at is correct .. 

. _V. EXCERPTS OF DEPOSITION OF JAMES C. MICIIAELS 
AND ALEKSO POPTANICH, AUGUST 11, 1978, BEFORE 
THE HOUSE SELECT COMMITTEE ON ASSASSINA
TIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

In a further effort to clearup the facts surrounding Nosenko's claims 
that his statements to the CIA should not be used to impeach his pres
ent testimony, the committee toOk depositions from FBI and CIA 
agents who were present during the 1964 interviews. These agents were 
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,!~--~-~~f,~f~~~~f~~ -... 
Ori 'my return t6my;riffice this ~orning !cheCked on the notes 

of meetings whlch were' k~pt by .my 'seeretary~ and they confirni Mr . . 
Helms' recollection. l'am attaching a copy of the relevant page of ~e 
Calendar. Although it is clear from this page that there was such a 
meeting, I continue to havfl absolutely no recollection of it, and there
fore cannot tell you wha~lwas discussed beyond what is stated in the 
calendar itself. 

It was not my custOm tO make notes on stich meetings, and I 
doubt _that there are in the files of the Dep~ent any notes made by 
me. However· it is. possible that Mr ~ . Yeagley or Mr. Foley made ~uch 
notes . Ibeliev~Mr., Foley isrio\v .• decease4. b,ut Mr. Yeagley is riow 
a judge iD. the DfStrlq_t ofColti.lnbia} and per~ps h~ :would have some 
recollection Of. the meeting. . . ,, . ·.; z; ;~ ; ·. . 

I fuid;priorto)ny:ie~intony~. Ch~c~ed my, calend~ diary for . the 
period deiiling With the a·asassination and _the creation of the Warren 
CommisSion, but had not thmxght it relevant to the C.,:>mmittee's investi
gatio~ to go as far as AJ?ril· Hence i was unaware.ofthis entry~ Wh,ile 
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this calendar . does' not refr~~i). rrti r~borre2tion"filid ffiet~o~e . ~·~hi riot 
change. my testimony. it did . seem tO me. :that i,n faiJ:ne.~s . to both the 
Committee and:Mr. Helms ! ~~(;>ilid ~~ke'.it. ,i~~~l~ .to 'yoi( · · · · 

,,Mr•G;;& ·¢c{fn~en · 
. Hon. Richard c ; Helms 
Edward BennetfWilliams; Esq : .. ·. ;_._.: 

.;,·; 

. ·;, . 
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:·:.::~ uss..:t.fl}( _.:.JVI , G rt~ I 
.. -:- -:·: <~ ~ p ; .. ~ ""' - ~: ~- .. . -:-!· ~ 1"': · .... 

~ my 'reci:>llectiori''-and' . 
;eem to me .that in fairness to both .. 
· · -: ~- -.- 11! · 1'." 4 ~-l• ........ _ ~ , ~ - -:.-.. ;;.:· ;:~·.,.r--·"': _. ... ,......:,·_;<>-;: 

loUid~J.Dak(dt.available tO you.· ' ..... 
. ·-· -~ ;.· ... ~-:::-~: : ··.}'; ·" ·' ,, : . ~~- .. ,. ..... ~{; "; . . . ; :.: __ ( .• 

Respe~tfully yours; 
. . .. 
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Thursda·"! • i,;n·il 2, 1964 
l!<i ro.J..<.J . ke:rs . ) · 

',kol ;Lindenbaum ·> ... >. Civil 
. 9!35 

., - .. 
a~m ·• 

·f. 

.,S/\.W . 

. r.ki '·' "< . 9:as a~m. 
~~.ose~h Dolc1n · ) ,R'irhts · 
j/.nayi~ .. t rilvaroff· · ~·· . >> bri~fir.L ·j· · o:m. Douf;las · ,. .. 

• . · . . ,ich 'Ros~n 'thal · ' . ' ) " 

9 : '3~ ··a.m • 
9:35 a.m. 
9:35 a.Jn. 
9:35 n.l"', 
9.:35 •.a~m, · 

SA'i , 
.S/\.i-1 ,.,;,,.: 

, .. SA:-1 · ... 
s t\:~1 ~- ~; ·, .. 

Uurke ~!arshall j ) •: 
David filvaroff / 
~-lillian Foley~· •-' : " 
~)'illj.an Orrick · : 

;;i~¥t:~i~~;~m.( \rN 
Edf:a r Cahn 1 o. L • <;.{'\ 'L .. · 

~~.~;~~ . ~~=~~ .. ~~ii{' .... · .... \~{;· ····· 
. [ L.:;;.Jrence. l' :..ton \CI./1.. 

· :.· Lt:ichai'c ilelr.ts. · CIA : >· 
LDavici !lurPhv, CIA \ ~f ... 

:. 'f~~·if!~~:~~I='~l
1

~~i~\{1~i_x~:·':·· 
· . .. : .. · .·. , ' .·.. . . . ' - ~ -- -- i(·:., .. ·. 

.. Ji:<.:dressed Brandeis u'Niv • . 
Stuc:ieh ts ( 40 L in AG ~ts Office 

' .· . . . . . :; X -. . 

··. . . I 
-Sol Ll.ndcnbaurn'\.. / 
John Douglas Y 

· .. •, •iilliam Orrick / \ 
\·,,David Fi lvarof.t\ . 

/Joseph Dolan \ 
·\ 

I '; 

i. 

i rridav, 1\r>ril 3. \1 964 
John i..iurrne:- (,·;nLte ' r-:otor) 
Sol Lindenbaum / ' .j 
·Harold Heis . ,. ./ ) Civil 
David Filvnroff/ . .) Rights 
Burke f!arshal~ , · )briefing 

ack Rosenthal ) · 
Joseph Dolan ) 

11:55 a~~ .• ·.< 
12:27 P·r'l· · · 
1: so p.m. 
2 :37 p •f\~:: .< 
J i 10 n.·m•• 
3:25 p.fil·~i 
3:30 · P~Ft.• . 
3:32 . p~r.i. 
11:07 p.~~· 

S/'.i·! 
.S/\.'.-1 
Sl\i'l .. 
sA':! 

~. ' .. ~-~~{:: ; :~ ·.~:',; ;;
'' sk·( .· ·. 

_;'- ··:·>· 
· SA~( . · .. . 

S/\.:'1.':.'···•:·.· 
. $1\.U •· 

•1 :os p.m~ . Si\:'f' > 
4 :dB p.n~ > sA~·!.,>·· 

·li:.oa p~mo' · sf\.'3 . 
4:os . ?•r.t~ ., ,,> : s1\if '·'' 
4:0e p.n. · .... , ·Sk·r .· . 

4:110 p.ir.~ 

6:115 p.::t. 
6:56 p.m. 
7:06 ;>.m • 
7:12 p.rn. 
7:15 p.m. 

9:15 a.m. 
9:30 a.m. 
9:30 a.r.t. 
9:30 a.o. 
!1:30 ·a. m 
9:30 a.m. 
9:30 a m. 

. ·. ' ~ 

·'; . :: ·. ~- :· . 

S!:\·l 
SAi·i 
s t\:·1 
SA~·/ 

SA1-! 

SA:·/ 
~~\~·! 
S/\.i-1 
SA.-/ 
S/1.~1 
~At-1 . 

SAW 

. . ·· : 

NdeBK t:o Puerto Ric() ,,. 10:15 a.m • 
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ha;e a say in what happens with respect 
~rtainly w.as involved with decisions on 
: to end; but ·I was not. the controlling 

re were three major agency reportS that 
• the Nosenk() case; specifically there was 
by the Soviet Russia Division, another 

l the Office of Security report, and then a 
red to as the Hart report. · 
!ther you are familiar with all three of 

ll any lbriger whetll.er I read the first two 
1riefed ·on their. contents. The Hart report 
the agency in ear,ly February 1973. and I 
onnections with it. since. 
ing · his defectioh>i.n 1964 and upon his .·• 
tes was . Yliri · N6s~nko in · the ·. custody of 

[ mi~sed'the :quektion. 
; asking preCisely .during his defection in 
in the. United S4tt;es, was Yuri Nosenko . · 

:. That ~as an aecepted procedure under 
~ragency ·Defector Committee that defec
mtry were handled by the CIA, through 
~settling period, whatever had to be done 

tat the ·legal authority under which he 

k that perhaps, Mr. Chairman, if you 
like to answer that question a little bit 
dulge me. 
nly. 
go, vn September 20, 1978, I received a 
· before this committee in executive ses
reviewing that transcript I noted that, 
er, I characterized Mr. Yuri Nosenko's 
between 1964 and 1969 in a number of 
is an area of obvious interest to the 

> take this opportunity to· describe my 
.t greater detail as to what Mr. Nosen
entral Intelligence Agency was. 

a lawyer nor a .judge, so I was not 
conclusions about Mr: Nosenko's tenure 
;e Agency.I'm sorry, I am not prepared. 
Geneva, Switzerland, Mr. Nosenko re-
~d to defect to the West. Mr. Nosenko's 
npanied by a claim that he could give a 
ee Harvey Oswald's. contacts in connec
Oswald's stay in the Soviet Union be-

~ the significance that Yuri Nosenko's 
westigation of President Kennedy's as
turned out to be a bona fide defector, if 

Doc.Id: 32404522 
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were to be believed, then we c'ould conclude that 
tntl '·'"'"uJu and .the .Soviet Union had nothi~g to do wit~ Lee Harvey 

· 1963 and therefore had nothmg to do with President 
murder. · . · . . · ·.· . 

the other hand, Mr. · Nosenko had been programed iri 
by the KG~ to minimize KGB connections with Oswald, if 

Mr. Nosenko was giving tis fa!s~ infc>nnatiqn . about Oswald's con
. ··;:•o: ficts with the KGB in 1959 to 1962, it was fair for us to surmise 

· , ;>:.:AJiatthere may have been an Oswald-KGB connection in November 
· ···~- ·-1963 more specifically that Oswald was acting as a Soviet agent 
. . ;:Whe~ he shot President J{enQedy. .· . .· ·. . . . ·. .. 

• ' :':! ··· Ifit were showri that0$wald was in fact acting asaSoviet agent: 
·· .• he shot President Kennedy, the consequences to the United· 

· '-of America and, indeed, . to the world, would have been: . 
.stl:tgg~er;.Jmg Thus, it beca:I!le ~ matter ofthe utmost importance to, 

to determine the bona fides of Mr. -Yuri Nosenko::- · 
k6· arrived in the 2ountry in February 1964. By the end 

, .. . it was clear. to lis that .the task of evaluating Mr. Nosen~< . 
· .. · ·. . ·. · . . · · . · would not. qe easy: . · . · · · . ·. · · · : · 

·· . QQ. '1 , 19G4, as Deputy Director of Plans, I; along w.ith: 
· ._ David ~urphy;· Chief of the Soviet Bloc Division,, and Mr. Lawrence:> 
: .. R Houi:;ton, ·the General .Counsel to the CIA; met with Mr. Nicho< 

: • /, 'las katz~ribach, then DeputY Attorney General · of the United . 
: States; Mr. J. Walter Yeagley, Chief of the Internal Security Divi

sitm. of the Justice Department; Mr. William E. Foley, who. was \ 
· then Mr. Yeagley's First Assistant in the Internal Security Divi~ ' . · 
sion; arid Mr. Harold F. Riese from the Office of Legal Counsel iii ' 
the Justice Department. 

The meeting took place in Mr. Katzenbach's office in the Justice 
·Department. The purpose of the meeting was to define Mr. Nosen
,ko's legal ·status in the United States and to anticipate what kind 

· of legal problems might arise in connection with the Agency's 
ongoing custody of Mr. Nosenko. 

· . ·• c·q The Agency provided me a copy of the memorandum for the 
fecord ~ritten by Mr. Lawrence Houston describing this meeting 
:,on Apnl 2, 1964, and a second memorandum which reflects the 
; sub~tance of a telephone call from Mr. Foley on the following day, 
Apnl 3, 1964. These documents were in part declassified by the 

. · ·4gency on September 18, 1978, and I would like to make them part 
/ f\iPLthe record of these proceedings. · 
: .:}~:r-During ~he meeting of Aprii 2, 1~64, the Department of Justice 

·· ·t~'Jias fully mfor~ed of ~r. Nosenko s status with the Agency. and 
· •.· <·lhe Departme?t s opmt~n w~s requested as to the scope of the 

·~. :Agency s ongomg authonty With respect to Mr. Nosenko. 
" ·• '•••> As M_r. Houston:s memorandums relate, Mr. Nosenko's technical 
-~ta~us m the Umted StatE;!s w~s one of "exclusion and parole," 

> ~hiCh_ means that the ImmigratiOn and Naturalization Service had 
:,techmcally excluded Mr. Nosenko from the United States but had 
a
1
Jso temporarily "paroled him" to the custody of the Central Intel-
tgence Agency. 

· MIt is my understanding !ha_t the terms of the parole provided that 
. r. Nosenko would remam m the -custody of the Agency unless it 
· ·· was determined whether Mr. Nosenko should be deported or 

whether he should be permitted to settle in the United States. 
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statement of some employee . or some~hing. He was designated by the present DiJ"ec
tor tO come . here and present th~ . story because' he wi!S supp<)sed tO be the most 
familiar withjt since he had reiriewed it forthe CIA. · -· .. ·. - · · ·.-- · ·· · •· · ' ·' 

, ::· He :sta~ in :substance. Mr. Nosenko was taken into:cust_ody in· this <;ou~try by 
the .CIA lifter defection or after-alleged defection, held in .a s~lled safe ·ho~ on a . i 
diet of tea and porridge twice ·a day, was allowed.no t:eading material. The guards ! 
were instructed neither to talk to him or smile to him. lie was subjected to 48. M!rs 

· ~t. a ,~:rack jriterrog~tion . This being while they built a separate facility somewhere 
else in the country; namely, a device described by him as a bank vault', lind. then 
built a house around the bank vault to put this man in and· then kept him tlJere 
under the ·equivalent of same 3 years with that kind of thing, 1,277 days to be 
specific, at which point they finally gave up and gave him 5ome emolument and put 
him on their payroll and let him go: · · .. · · ·· 

... '
;; __ ,. -- thAntdD.- ~dhetnh thhey gave askithdeirf-1 questiondedthon th~d auththortihty tothdo / tthtihngt !Mike 

, .. a: - 1 .. ~Y ave any n o process, an ey_sru o . er an e .ac · a ·. r . 
Hehn8'' ha:d conferred with you and gotten ·your OK, .that this would be ]ega!. 

: : And I jtist found it awfully. difficult to believe that. Arid that is why:._and· I don't 
imilgine -it would be the kind of thing that you would be I!Sked. to OK enough that 
you would_ 'not rather clearly remember the incident if it had occurred. . . . 
_ Mr. KATZENBACH. If the facts that you have just · set forth to me, Congressman, 

' had ever-been made· known to nie, I would recollect it; I am certain; and· I would 
hope to goOdness I would nOt have given the'legal iidvice that is claimed. · · · 
· Mr, SAYWER. It makes me-feel better about it. Thank you. _ 

'!'hat ~ _all I have, Mr.Chairman. · · . .· 

. Ha~ing heard Mr. Katzenbach's testimony ofyesterday, can you 
reconcile-his testimony to this committee with your statement just 
r~ad to this committee? · ._ · . > · · 

Mr .. 'HELMS. I can only say, Mr; Stokes, that it is very hard to 
reconcile, 1 think' the . basic point at issue here is really whether the 
nieeting with him took place at alL What happened after the 
meeting is something he was . not responsible •Jor as. far as lam 
aware . 
. ·Let me read to you the memorandum for the record which Mr. 

Lawrence R. Houston, the General Counsel of CIA, wrote on April 
3, 1964. I have a copy in front of me. It is headed Memorandum for 
the Record and the subject is the Nosenko case.· 

It reads: 
Mr. Helms, Mr. Murphy, and I met with Mr. Nicholas deB. Katzenbach, J. Walter 

Yeagley, William E. Foley, and Harold F. Ries, on April 2, 1964. Mr. Helms outlined 
the problems foreseeable in our future relations with Nosenko and asked the opin
ion of the Justice representatives on what we could do to control the situation. I 
pointed out that his technical status is one of exclusion and parole-or more 
technically, deferment arid parole. 

Paragraph 2: 
After some discussion, Mr. Foley stated it was his opiniori that Agency representa

tives could take any actio~ necessary to carry out the terms of the parole. Mr. 
Katzenbach asked Mr. Foley to_ check this and let me kllow and Mr. Foley h1ter 
confirmed this position by telephone. · · 
.• I in turn, after the meetirig, reviewed the parole agreement a:nd provided .an 
interpretation thereof for Director of Security, a copy of which is attached hereto. 
Also, I informed Mr. Foley of this interpretation. Signed, Lawrence R. HoustOn, 
General Counsel. · · 

The.attachment is a memorandum also dated April 3, 1964. It is 
signed by Lawrence R. Houston, General Counsel. It is a memoran
dum for the director of security. That would be the officer-who was 
the director of the security office of the Central Intelligence 
Agency. The· subject is Parole status of defectors: 

On 2 April1964, we had a discussion with the Department of Justice on the status 
of aliens whose inspection by INS-
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GUESTS: MARK LANE, Author/Attorney; GERALD POSNER, Author, "Case Closed"; Dr. 
PEPPER JENKINS; Sheriff JIH BOWLES, Dallas; URI NOSENKO, Farmer KGB Agent; 
ROBERT OSWALD, Brother 

HIGHLIGHT: 
Lynn Sherr reports on a new book about the JFK assassination, and interviews 
author Gerald Posner, who says computer enhancements prove LeeHarvey Oswald 
acted alone, and was nat a Mafia or KGB agent. 

BODY: . 
BARBARA WALTERS, ABC News: Goad Evening. I'm Barbara Walters. Hugh Downs is 

on vacation. This is 20/ZO. 

ANNOUNCER: From ABC News, around the world and into your home, the stories that 
touch your life, with Hugh Downs and Barbara Walters - this is Z0/20. 

Tonight, 30 years after the Kennedy assassination, will a powerful new book end 
the controversy once and far all? Investigative journalist Gerald Posner says he 
has the answers about Oswald, the magic bullet, and every conspiracy theory to 
come along. Lynn Sherr's explosive report- 'Case Closed.' 

And-

SELMA SCHIMMEL, Breast Cancer Survivor: Csp?l Who is equipped to think of dying 
in your 20's or 30's? 

ANNOUNCER: -if you think it only happens to older women, you're wrong. 

KERI DEARBORN, Breast Cancer Survivor: And everyone told me I was too young to 
have breast cancer, and I thought they were right. 

ANNOUNCER: It's happening more and more, and doctors admit the younger you are, 
the harder it is to detect. 

Dr. TIMOTHY JOHNSON, ABC News Medical Editor: Mammography can have an error rate 
of up to 40 percent in young women versus. a rate of less than 15 percent in 
older women. 
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ANNOUNCER: For women in their 20's and 30's, Dr. Timothy Johnson has some 
shocKing news- 'It Could Happen to You.' 

Plus, can gay men be made straight? This therapist says he transforms 
homosexuals. This man once preferred men. Today, he's happy with his wife. 

JOHN STOSSEL, ABC News: And now is sexuality an important part of your marriage. 

RICHARD COHEN , Nicolosi Patient: Oh, yes. We have good sex, if that's what 
you're asking. · 

ANNOUNCER: Others claim treatment is helping them-

'ALEX,' Nicolosi Patient: For the first time in my life, you know, 30 years of 
my life, I feel alive • . 

ANNOUNCER: -but in the gay community, backlash. 

GAY MAN: This is not a disease. There's no such thing as a cure. 

ANNOUNCER: John Stassel brings you the hot debate over gay men. Are they 'Barn 
or Bred?' Those stories tonight, August 27, 1993, after this brief message. 

[Commercial breakl 

Case Closed 

BARBARA WALTERS: The Kennedy assassination was back in the headlines all this 
week when mare than 900,000 pages of previously classified government files were 
finally opened after nearly 30 years. And while close to half the current 
population wasn't even alive at the time, the controversy surrounding that event 
continues to haunt us all. · 

The fact is a majority of Americans don't believe the Warren Commission, and do 
believe some form of conspiracy was involved. But now, a powerful new book 
claims to have the last word. Its conclusion? Lee Harvey Oswald did indeed act 
alone. The book is titled Case Closed, but is it? 

Cvoice-overl Whatever side you're on in this still-raging controversy, you'll 
want to see Lynn Sherr's report now. 

LYNN SHERR, ABC News: Cvoice-overl No period in an American presidency has been 
as controversial, as thoroughly analyzed or as ·frequently written and speculated 
about as the final six seconds in John F. Kennedy's 1i fe~ 

1st NEWSCASTER: C?l Three shots were fired at the President's motorcade as it 
passed out of the downtown area of Dallas. 

SHERR: Cvoice-overJ No detail about the final moments of the President's life 
has. been spared scrutiny. Every eyewitness account, ballistics test, photograph, 
medical conclusion and investigative finding has been challenged, reinterpreted 
or dismissed, then woven into countless theories~ For three decades, an already . 
skeptical American publlc has been left wondering if we would ever learn the 
truth about what happened in Dealey Csp?J Plaza on November 22, 1963. 

_EXIS®· NEXIS®(t~ 
mfvil!~ ~., M~~fa1g~~ttal1! fnc. Page 65 
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HAN: C?l The President of the United States, John Fitz.gerald Kennedy, is· dead. · 
Let us pray. ' 

SHERR: The official version of what happened is that from that sixth-floor 
corner window, acting 'alone, Lee Harvey Oswald fired three shots, the third of 
which ended the life of America's 35th president. But that's too simple an 
explanation for a great many Americans, and for conspiracy theorists, far too 
convenient that one ~an alone did it. Doubters insist that the shot or shots 
that killed the President came from behind that fence on the grassy knoll, or 
from a railroad overpass just beyond. 

HARK LANE, Author/Attorney: Sho,ts came from at least two directions. A bullet 
hit the President in the back. A bullet hit him in the throat. It came from the 
front. A bullet hit him in the head. It came from the fronL That was three 
shots. At least. one bullet hit Governor Connolly Csp?l, One bullet missed, 
struck the curb. 

SHERR: [voice-overl Attorney/author Mark Lane, one of the most persistent and 
prolific of conspiracy theorists, has long insisted that the Warren Commission 
was wrong, and covered up critical evidence that might ma~e it possible to 
identify the President's assassins. 

Kr. LANE: Today, with hundreds of thousands of documents in the vaults of the 
CIA, the DI (?l, and the FBI and the National Archives - which we can't see
the cover~up is continuing. 

SHERR: Cvoice-overl But another lawyer-turned-author, Gerald Posner, says 
evidence available to researchers and conspiracy buffs for years led him 
directly to the only person who could possibly .have shot the President. 

GERALD POSNER, Author, 'Case Closed': Lee Harvey Oswald killed Jack Kennedy, 
acting alone. 

SHERR: Evoice~overl Posner, author of Case Closed, the culmination of a 
three-year, exhaustive reexamination of the Kennedy assassination, concedes that 
in identifying a familiar culprit, he's not likely to win over ma!ly conspiracy 
b~ffs. But he says the evidence didn't allow for any other suspects. 

Hr. POSNER: Host people who have written conspiracy books started with their 
conclusion already done. They knew it was a conspiracy in their heart, and they 
went around to prove that case. 

SHERR: Cvoice-overl One of the major assassination controversies Posner seeks to 
resolve is the number of shots fired, where they came from, and which ones 
struck the President. Using recently-developed computer enhancements of the home 
movie taken·by Abraham Zapruder, Posner explained for 20/20 how he says he was 
able to count the shots, for which he says Oswald had more time th.an the Warren 
Commission believed. 

Hr. POSNER: Oswald's first shot, which missed, was fired much earlier than 
anyone realiz.ed - just after the car turned the corner. · Evidence of this is 
ov~rlooked by most experts. It's in the film. In the upper righthand corner of 
your screen, you'll see a little girl. She's heard that shot and turned. In the 
car, the President and Mrs. Kennedy and the Governor also heard the shot and 
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turned. After this shot, Oswald, still had aver eight seconds, not five, far the 
next two. 

The second shot is fired. This bullet hits both Kennedy and Connolly. After 
passing through Kennedy, you see it go through the Governor, as his suit lapel 
flaps forward. A computer technician discovered that crucial detail just last 
year. 

SHERR: Cvoice-averl This is the so-called 'magic bullet' that seemed to ~ig~ag 
through the two men. 

Mr. POSNER: This computer animation illustrates that the second bullet needed no 
magic. Because of tlie way the two men were lined up, this bullet passed directly 
through them. It turned only after it slowed down·and shattered Connolly's wrist 
- no ~igs, no ~ags. 

SHERR: How could that bullet have emerged so clean, with no flaws on it, really, 
whatsoever? 

Mr. POSNER: I was skeptical about that bullet, and I think that was the thing 
that stops many people from believing Oswald did it alone. It emerged so clean 
because that it went through Kennedy, it s1owe9 up. When it went through 
Connolly's chest, it slowed up. By the time it hit the big bone in his wrist, 
which everybody thinks would damage it, it was traveling ~t half or a third of 
its speed - fast enough to crush the bone, but not fast enough to deform the 
bullet. 

SHERR: Cvoice-overl The sudden backward motion of the President's head as the 
third and final bullet struck, blowing away part of his skull, has led many to 
believe that the shot came from the front, but Posner says normal neurological 
reflexes make the body stiffen when struck, causing it to move back. 

And Dr. Pepper Jenkins, one of the physicians attending the President at 
Parkland Hospital, points to yet another possible factor, the brace President 
Kennedy wore for his chronic back pain. 

.. 
Dr. PEPPER JENKINS: ' He was so tightly wound into a brace that- the metal coming 
up his back, and he was tied to the metal or. strapped to the metal with an Ace 
bandage. 

SHERR: In the Zapruder film and in all the pictures we've seen- well, how do you 
describe what the body is doing, having seen the brace? · 

Dr. JENKINS: Well, I would think you couldn't fall forward. I think you'd have 
to fall backwards or aside. 

SHERR: Because? 

Dr. JENKINS: Because the brace held him in such a position. 

Znd NEWSCASTER: C?l At approximately one o'clock, the President is dead. The 
doctors were working too frantically to revive him to notice the exact moment. 

SHERR: Cvoice-overl Dr. Jenkins also has a very poignant memory of Mrs. Kennedy 
sometime standing next to him. 
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Dr. JENKINS: She had such a drawn look. I really feel like she was in shock, and 
she was just holding her nands, one above the other. And one of the times, she 
nudged me with her elbow and handed me something in her hand, which is part of 
his brain that obviously was in her lap- with his head in her lap as the car 
came to Parkland. Bad moment. 

SHERR: Cvoice~averl After examining computer animation of the presidential 
limousine and its passengers, Posner sought to show where in Dealey Pla~a, the 
shots came from. 

Mr. POSNER: Kennedy and Connolly are placed into computer animation, and working 
back from their wounds, the computer determines the only possible location for 
the assassin, as indicated by the yellow shading. Notice that Oswald's 
sixth-floor window is right in the center of it. 

Hr. LANE: Posner believes the magic-bullet theory. Next, I guess, we're going to 
hear about the Tooth Fairy. It's just mathematically impossible. No one has ever 
been able to recreate what it is said that Lee Harvey Oswald did. 

SHERR: Well, they've done it- he's done it now with a computer enhancement-

Mr. LANE: I know that. 

SHERR: -and he claims the computer shows that it's absolutely the way it 
happened. 

Mr. LANE: Well, he's entitled to his computer. The American people were there, 
and they testified, and two-thirds of them said they know shots came from the 
wooden fence. 

SHERR: Cvoice-overl What about that reported fourth shot fired from the grassy 
knoll? When the House Select Committee on Assassinations concluded in 1978 that 
there was a 95-percent certainty of such a shot, conspiracy theorists were 
heartened, but the cbmmittee's finding, according to Dallas Sheriff Jim Bowles 
Csp?l, was based on a static-filled Dictabelt recording of a Dallas police 
motorcycle radio stuck in the an position. The sheriff says the motorcycle 
wasn't even in Dealey Plaz.a, but the committee heard four shots. We couldn't 
hear any. 

(interviewing] You have a copy of that tape, right? 

Sheriff JIM BOWLES, Dallas: I certainly do. 

SHERR: Why dan' t you play it, and let's take a lis ten •. Is that a shot? 

Sheriff BOWLES: No, that's the motorcycle slowing down, see? 

SHERR: I di~n·t hear any shots. 

Sheriff BOWLES: Neither has anyone else. They listened to the same belts we 
listened to, and they claimed to hear four shots. 

SHERR: So where do you think the four shots came from on the House Select 
Committee's tape? 

LEXIS~ NEXIS®<t:= 
:tW/V!fY~ .pJ M~i :PI!~ ffnl¥~~ ~nc.P age 6 a 
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Sheriff BOWLES: You have to ask them. 

Mr. POSNER: They clearly went down the wrong path. The National Academy of 
Sciences reviewed their work later, and pointed out all the flaws in it. They 
just made an error on that Dictabelt. There is no fourth shot. There's no shot 
at all, even, to hear. 

SHERR: Even if people accepted' the physical evidence gathered here in Dealey 
Plaz.a, and agreed that it tended to support the Warren Commission's findings, 
that would not end the speculation. Surveys show that most Americans doubt that 
Lee Harvey Oswald acted alone, believing instead that he was either part of or 
himself became a victim of a conspiracy. 

LEE HARVEY OSWALD! I didn't shot anybody, no, sir. 

Jrd NEWSCASTER: C?l Oswald has been shot! 

SHERR: What about the Ruby- the Jack Ruby-organiz.ed crime connection? Clearly, 
there was a connection there. 

Mr. POSNER: No question. As a matter of fact, I think the Warren Commission 
underplayed Jack Ruby's organiz.ed-crime connections. 

SHERR: Isn't there some evidence, then, that he might have been acting on their 
behalf to wipe out Oswald? 

Mr. POSNER: Right. No. If he had a contract from organiz.ed crime, why didn't he 
shoot Oswald when he saw.him for the first time two days earlier? On the day 
Ruby finally killed Oswald, it was only by chance that their paths c·rossed. He 
was not acting on behalf of organiz.ed crime. He was acting for his own 
motivation, this desire, as he thought, to be a hero in Dallas, that he would 
erase the stain and the stigma attached to the city that had· been done by the 
President's murder. 

SHERR: You're saying Jack Ruby acted all by himseJ:f,.a lone-gunman theory once 
again? 

Mr. POSNER: Without any doubt. 

SHERR: Cvoice-averl Posner also explained his views on the many conspiracy 
theories about the assassination. 

ROBERT F. KENNEDY: Did you say, 'That S.O.B., I'll break his back'? 

.JIMMY HOFF A: Who? 

Mr. KENNEDY: You. 

Mr. HOFFA: Who's the 'who'? 

SHERR: The Mafia wanted the Presid~nt killed, because that would get rid of 
Bobby Kennedy, who was going after arganiz.ed crime. 

Mr. POSNER: I would not be surprised if the Mafia, in 1962 or '63, sat at a 

1iiHVi66S. m MEIBf.b 1Vatm~otral2 tlc. Page 6 9 
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table with some of its key henchman, and discussed killing President Kennedy .. 
They did hate him. They might have even had a conspiracy afoot. There is no tie 
between Lee Harvey Oswald and organi,ed crime. There's not opportunity for him 
to have been their assassin. In essence, he beat the Mafia to Kennedy. 

SHERR: How about, as in the Oliver Stone m·ovie, JFK, the military industrial 
complex? 

Mr. POSNER: The movie, JFK, served what I call the k.i tchen sink.. If you can't 
just have one of them, let's have everybody in the plot, because they all have 
some reason to knock off Kennedy. 

JIM GARRISON: We have the mystery of the assassination of the President solved,. 
and there is no question about it. 

SHER~: What about the Garrison investigation? 

Mr. POSNER: He had great delusions on the assassination. I think. it's a 
disgrace. It was a travesty of justice, a miscarriage of justice. Garrison knew 
it. I discovered files of his investigation - documents, affidavits, memos from 
his investigators - which showed the extent of this scam that was pulled on the 
American public. Here was a man who knew better. I think his behavior actually 
crossed the line to being criminal. 

SHERR: Is there any evidence- do you believe at all that Lee Harvey Oswald was 
working on behalf of the CIA to kill the President? 

l'lr. POSNER: No. I don't believe the CIA had any connection, not only to kill the 
President, but they had no connection to Oswald at alL And the reason that I 
can say that so confidently to you is actually an unusual source. · It's the ·&<GB 
files. The KGB files, which had surveillance on Oswald for day in and day out 
for nearly two years in Russia, came to the conclusion that he was not a sleeper 
agent, that he had no American intelligence contact. 

SHERR: (voice-over] So if Oswald wasn't working for the CIA, how about the KGB? 
After all, he spoke Russian, defected to the Soviet Union in 1959, married, a 
Russian, and lived in Minsk for two years. 

Mr. POSNER: A popular early theory, popular that we now see in the documents 
just released this past week in Washington. The KGB was high on the CIA's 
possible list of targets. The KGB did not want Oswald from day one. They 
reali,ed Oswald had problems, psychological problems. 

URI NOSENKO, Former KGB Agent: (sp?J I do not think that Oswald will be trusted 
by any intelligence. 

SHERR: (voice-over] Uri Nosenko is someone who might know. Before defecting to 
the United States in 1963, Nosenko was Oswald's KGB handler, and had access to 
his file. He insists Oswald never worked for the KGB. Still concerned about his 
own safety, Nasenko asked 20/20 not to show his face. 

Mr. NOSENKO: Lee Harvey Oswald was mentally unstable. 

SHERR: (voice-overl But unlike Posner, Nosenko says he doesn't believe Os~ald 
could have shot the President for a very simple reason. 
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Mr. NOSENKO: In Minsk, he was shooting rabbits with shotgun. Would you believe 
it? He never shoot a single rabbit. And here we see person shooting rifle on a 
long distance, and shooting three, four shots in several seconds. 

Hr. POSNER: He didn•t get a rabbit, and therefore that's used as evidence that 
he couldn't kill the President? But talk to those who actually knew what Oswald 
was like with a gun, his brother who used to go out with him. 

ROBERT OSWALD, Brother: We have shot cottontail rabbits with .22's on the run, 
okay? we•ve shot squirrels in the trees with .. 22's. 

SHERR: Evoice-overl Robert Oswald says his younger brother was always interested 
· in guns. He still has the pistol Lee Oswald bought when he was 16. 

Hr . . OSWALD: My experience with him in the field with a shotgun or a .22 was he 
usually got his game. 

SHERR: Evoice-overl And Lee Harvey Oswald used the same rifle that killed the 
President only weeks earlier in a failed attempt to murder to retired Army 
general Edwin Walker. In other words, according to author Gerald Posner, Oswald,. 
a loser in life, wanted to accomplish something. 

HAN: C?l Lee Harvey Oswald, O, S, W, A, L, D. 

REPORTER: Did you fire that rifle? 

LEE HARVEY OSWALD: That's the facts that you people have been getting, but I 
emphatically deny these charges. 

SHERR: Cvoice-overl If, as you say, Lee Harvey Oswald was not working with the 
mob or with the CIA or with the KGB or with the military industrial complex, why 
did he kill the President? 

Hr. POSNER: I think that Oswald killed the President, because this was to be · 
almost his fulfillment, his moment in the sun .. Three ·days before Kennedy arrives 
in Dallas, he's given a gift on a silver platter. Jack. Kennedy's going to pass 
in front of the Depository. It's not ideology, it's not because he's Communist, 
but it's because he has that opportunity to place himself in -history. Here we 
are, 30 years later, talking about him. He was successful. He got his wish. 

WALTERS: Well, there's a lot of proof. Is the case closed? 

SHERR: Well, certainly, Gerald Posner believes so, but out experience is that 
people on the other side are so dug in, it's unlikely anything is going to 
change their mind. You know, even at Dealey Plaza, there are people just walking 
around, telling you what their theories are. And incidentally, Barbara, Dealey 
Plaz.a-

WALTERS: Which is where assassination took place. 

SHERR: -which is where it took place-

WALTERS: Yeah. 

\ 
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. SHERR: It's so much smaller in real life-

WALTERS: Really? 

SHERR: -than it appears-

WALTERS: I think of it as a huge-

SHERR! Right. 

WALTERS: -kind of highway. 

fJAbt.. 1 4 

SHERR: It's quite small, and Posner points out that if all the eyewitnesses who 
have come forward were in fact there that day, it would have been elbow to 
elbow. In fact, it was not very crowded that · day. 

WALTERS: Nine hundred thousand documents released this week- what, 10,000 more 
to come. Is that going to settle anything? 

SHERR: Unlikely. That, however, is the one area where both sides agree -
unclassify all those documents. Otherwise- and even so, this is going to be 
argued for generations to come. 

WALTERS: Probably. Probably. Thank you, Lynn. 

Next, most people feel that breast cancer only attacks women over the age of 50. 

Cvoice-overl But Dr. Tim Johnson reports that more and more young women are 
discovering they have. a special battle to fight. What should you know? After 
this. 

(Commercial breakl 

It Could Happen to You 

BARBARA WALTERS: The American Cancer Society's meetings on breast cancer are 
taking place in Basta" this week, and from that conference come reports of a 
disturbing new trend - younger women diagnosed with the disease at a growing 
rate. Though diagnostic tests have improved ·aver the years, breast cancer in 
younger women presents a special and quite serious set of problems. 

CviJice-over1 And as Dr. Tim Johnson reports, if you are under 40, much of what 
you previous learned about the disease may not apply to you. 

TERESA ROBERSON, Breast Cancer Survivor: I had lumps before, they were all- they 
turned out to be cysts. But I knew this was different. 

GAYLE RUSSELL, Breast Cancer Survivor: I had no history of any type of cancer in 
my family, so I was very surprised~ 

KERI DEARBORN, Breast Cancer Survivor: And everyone told me I was too young to 
have breast cancer, and I thought they were right .. 

·Dr. TIMOTHY JOHNSON, ABC News MerHcal Editor: Cvoice-overl A disease they 
thought they were too young to get, but more and more, the woman on the 
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The rendez.vous was arranged for a weeknight last fall at a Turkish restaurant 
near CIA headquarters in Langley, Va. The proprietor would be expecting him. 

When author Gerald Posner said he was there to meet George and his wife, as 
he had been instructed to do, the proprietor led Posner and his wife, Trisha, to 
a private table in the back room~ 

George was the code name for Yuri Nosenko, a KGB officer who defected to the 
u.s. in 1964 and now lives under another name in an undisclosed part of the 
country. Posner was researching a book about the assassination of John F. 
Kennedy, and Nosenko had agreed to speak for the first time exclusively about 
the Soviet intelligence agen~y·s surveillance of Lee Harvey Oswald during his 
stay in the Soviet Union from late 1959 until June 1962. Nosenka had suggested 
that he and Posner bring their wives, Posner said, because the sight of twa 
couples dining together would serve as cover far their interview. 

"Yuri supervised the Oswald file in Moscow and was familiar with the KGB 
files an Oswald's time in Minsk, which I had seen," Posner said. "I knew he 

~ could be extremely helpful in reconstructing that period ~f Oswald's life." 

A chapter in Posner's new book, "Case Closed: Lee ·Harvey Oswald and the 
Assassination, of JFK," is devoted to Nasenka and his assessments of Oswald. 

As the title suggests, Posner finds Oswald to be l(ennedy's assassin, acting 
alone, just as the Warren Commission said. Further, he was not a CIA agent, not 
a KGB agent, not an innocent patsy but. a sociopath and loser Who had grandiose 
nations of making a mark in history. 

Posner is as surprised at the book's conclusion as the conspiracy buffs are 
riled. 

"I'm getting some very personal, vindictive calls from the -conspiracy people. 
If it's any consolation, I never set out to do a book that would say here is the 
final answer, here is who did it," Posner said during a visit to Chicago. 

Posner's intention was to write a primer of sorts about the assassination 
after examining the welter of conspiracy theories to see what was credible and 
what wasn't. 
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Poking in the garbage 

"When you read all the conspiracy books, it's apparent they can't all be 
right because they flatly contradict each ather," he said. "I knew there was 
garbage on th~ record. I didn't know how much." 

After he debunked as many inaccuracies and false leads as he could, he 
assumed there would be some issues that would require further investigation;· 
perhaps questions about acoustics or ballistics or possible Mafia involvement. 

Yet toward the end of his research, Posner notified Bob Loomis, his editor at 
Random Hause, that he had taken an unexpected turn. 

"I was convinced the Warren Commission had gotten it right. The evidence was 
overwhelming," he said. 

Posner also was aware, of course, that a large majority of the populace 
thinks the Warren Commission had gotten it wrong, maybe on purpose. 

He got a feel for such skepticism when Loomis, vice president and executive 
editor of Random House, took his own poll at the next meeting of the publishing 
house's top editors, who periodically gather to report an works in progress. 

I 

"Bob told them about what I'd found and asked haw many believed the Warren 
Commission was right," Posner said. "Remember, these are some of the brightest, 
best-informed, best-educated people in New York City, and no one raised a hand 
except Bob Loomis." 

Posner-was nat dismayed. "When people cite polls showing 70 or 80 or even 90 
percent of the public as believing the assassination was the result of a 
conspiracy, I say I'm surprised it•s·not 100 percent when you consider that 
people have essentially heard only one side far three decades." 

'JFK' an 'abomination• 

A 1978 congressional investigation estimated that ·2,000 books, including 
those that are self-published, had been written an the subject. All but a 
handful present a variety of sometimes-elaborate scenarios about plotters, 
motives, killers and cover-ups, and as a rule, the conspiracy books make 
bestseller lists, while the others don't. 

"Then there are the TV documentaries, which are invariably pro-conspiracy," 
Posner said. "A recent one was a five-hour British film far Arts & Entertainment 
called 'The Men Who Killed Kennedy.' " 

And most influential of all, he said, is Oliver Stone's $50 million movie, 
"JFK," released in late 1991. 

"Half of our country's present population weren't barn Cas of) November 1963. 
Stone's movie is a historical abomination that's filled with demonstrable 
falsehoods, but to young people, it's a documentary. 

"Even if they read articles criticiz.ing it, they say, 'Well, Stone may have 
exaggerated, but there's got to be something there.' Believe it or not, there's 
not. u 

.. 
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What's especially galling, Posner said, is that Stone based his movie an the 
investigation of farmer New Orleans District Atty. Jim Garrison, including his 
prosecution of businessman Clay Shaw as an alleged conspirator. 

"Garrison's prosecution of Clay Shaw was disgraceful, criminal and has been 
thoroughly discredited. There was coercion of witnesses and changing of 
testimony," Posner said. "The jury took only 45 minutes to find Shaw not guilty, 
and one of the jurors said it would have been ZO minutes but that several jurors 
had to go to the bathroom." · 

Stone has said "JFK" was a "counter-myth" to the "myth" of the Warren 
Commission. 

The no-longer magic bullet 

Among the doctrines of conspiracy literature bolstered by "JFK," Posner 
noted, is that the so-called magic bullet found on Texas Gov~ John Connally's 
stretcher at Parkland Hospital was almost pristine, couldn't have struck Kennedy 
and Connally, as the Warren Commission said it did, without zigzagging in 
midair, and was probably planted. 

"If ballistics tests didn't prove conclusively the bullet struck Kennedy and 
Connally, which they do, use your common sense, .. Posner said. 11 At the time the 
bullet was found, the conspirators wouldn't know if the bullets fired at 
Connally and Kennedy were still lodged in their bodies or had been recovered. 

"If they wanted to shield the conspiracy, there can only be three shots. 
More than that, and the single assassin doesn't have time to shoat. So why risk 
exposing the conspiracy by planting a fourth bullet that wouldn't match 
ballistically with remnants of the other rounds?" 

And what about Jack Ruby, the Chicago native whomoved to Dallas to run strip 
clubs? Did he just happen by the Dallas jail on Nov. 24 and shoat Oswald on the 
spur of the moment? 

"Ruby's murder of Oswald does more to undermine this case in terms of getting 
the truth aut than anything else," Posner said. "First, it prevents the trial of 
Oswald, where the evidence would have convicted him. It also gives us a second 
assassin, with ties to organiz.ed crime. It's hard for peopre to believe this was 
a coincidence, so you're off and running with a conspiracy." 

Posner's account of Ruby's life and his actions during the assassination week 
demolishes any notion he was a conspirator. 

According to the trade journal Publishers Weekly, six books by major 
publishers will appear this fall to coincide with the 30th anniversary of the 
assassination, with "Case Closed" standing alone in its anti-conspiracy stance. 

Posner has been heartened by promising sales and positive reviews. "Many 
readers are put off by conspiracy books that select only material that's 
favorable to their position, whether it checks out or not. I think these people 
are buying the book." 

Thumbs up from tha critics 
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Three weeks after its release, it is eighth on The New York Times national 
best-seller list and seventh on the Tribune•s list of Chicago•s best sellers. 

U.S. News~ World Report, which ran excerpts from "Case Closed," writes: 
11 Posner achieves the unprecedented. He sweeps away decades of polemical smoke, 
layer by layer, and builds an unshakable case against JfK•s killer .•• Lee 
Harvey Oswald. 11 It quotes Stephen Ambrose, biographer of Dwight Eisenhower and 
Richard Nixon: 11 The chapter on the (magic) bullet is a tour de force, absolutely 
brilliant, absolutely convincing.~~ 

New York Times book critic Christopher Lehmann-Haupt writes that 11 Posner 
effectively refutes hundreds of claims that have added up to conspiracy 
theories." 

In a Tribune review, author Jeffrey Taobin writes that 11 Case Clased 11 is 
"utterly convincing in its thesis, which seems, in light of all that has 
transpired aver the past JO years, almost revolutionary." 

Posner, J9, didn't ~et aut to be a writer, instead complying with the wishes 
of his father, a union official in San Francisco. 11 MY father dealt with a lot of 
lawyers. He said, •son, these fellows charge fees you can't believe.• " 

So Posner attended law school at the University of California at Berkeley, 
where he was an honor student, then joined a prestigious Wall Street law firm, 
leaving two years later to form his own firm. 

In 1981 he represented Jewish victims of Dr. Josef Mengele, ,the notorious 
Nazi war criminal who escaped from Germany after World War II and died in hiding 
in South America. 

11 It was a pro bono case, and I sued the Mengele family and the German 
government, .. Posner said. 11 Nothing came of the suit, but I accumulated 25,000 
documents about Mengele, so I thought I'd write a book. 11 

11 Mengele: The Complete Story,~~ which he co-wrote with John Ware, was 
published in 1986, prompting Posner to leave the law~nd write full time. 

11 Case Closed" is his fifth book. "A weakness of mine is that I tend to 
underestimate the difficulty of each project I undertake. This was true with 
this book, but as I kept going I kept finding answers to things I didn't think I 
could get answers ta. 11 

The real cover-ups 

Posner agrees with critics of the Warren Commission who say its investigation 
was flawed. 

"There was a cover-up by the FBI and the CIA, but they weren't attempting to 
conceal their involvement in the murder of the president but rather their own 
inefficiency and bungling," Posner said. "I go into detail in exposing these 
cover-ups, but they can't be interpreted as evidence of conspiracy. 11 

The Warren Commission's work also was tarnished by a dubious finding of the 
1978 investigation by the House Select Committee on Assassinations, Posner said. 
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11 The committee's acoustics experts tested a Dictabelt recording of radio 
traffic on Dallas police channels and said they were 95 percent certain there 
had been a fourth shot, therefore a second shooter and a cons pi racy." 

A retest by the National Academy of Sciences discredited the committee's 
experts, concluding tt1at the recording was made a minute after the shooting, 
Posner said. 

Half of "Case Closed" is a meticulous examination of Oswald's entire life, 
culminating in an almost day-by-day chronicle of his movements in the last two 
months before the assassination. 11 Many conspiracy books almost ignore Oswald. 
But he's the key, and it's amaz.ing how much is known about him, .. Posner said. 
"It's certainly enough to disprove all the theories that he was a ~PY or a 
patsy. 

11 My technique was to go to original sources. Too many books quote secondary 
sources, some of which are passing on misinformation, which means the garbage is 
disseminated again and again, becoming fact. 

•iHere's an example. 'JFI<' opens with Rose Cheramie, a prostitute, warning her 
doctors that the Kennedy assassination is going to take place in Dallas and 
naming Ruby as involved. l found her doctor, who said she was psychotic and 
didn • t mention the assassination until the day after it happened or Ruby until 
the day after he killed Oswald ... 

Posner paused. "I can go on." 

GRAPHIC: PHOTO GRAPHIC 
PHOTO ccolor): Gerald Posner, debunker of conspiracy theorists, at Smyth 
School on West 13th Street, which ~ack Ruby attended. Tribune photo by Charles 
Cherney. 

GRAPHIC: The three shots. From: 11 Case Closed: lee Harvey Oswald and the 
Assassination of JFK," by Gerald Posner <Random House, Sept. 1, 1993.) 
See microfilm for complete graphic. 
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